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Abstract:.
The Fashion industry has grown rapidly over the past decade. The industry is one of the world’s 
most polluting industries and the way we produce and consume clothes has to change, to reach sus-
tainability across the industry. The fashion industry requires a new “textile economy” where 
business models are developed to keep products in use and continuously circulate. Therefore, de-
veloping business model that can keep products in use and make them circulate is one way forward. 
Product-Service-Systems (PSS) have become a discussion amongst researchers to be a possible 
way of reaching more sustainable practices across the industry. This study therefore looks at one 
form of PSS, leasing and rental. The study will investigate, technical garments because from a 
durability and quality perspective they are ideal to incorporate in this type of model. Therefore, this 
study aimed at developing an ideal circular leasing and rental model to see what requirements is 
needed to keep activity-based, technical garments in use. It was also of interest to investigate 
what challenges and opportunities the Swedish outdoor industry face when implementing a leas-
ing and rental model, and if they can fulfil the requirements of the ideal circular model. A qual-
itative method was used through semi-structured interviews to collect the empirical data. The results
show that the requirements of an ideal circular leasing and rental model includes Sustain-
ability, Investments/Economic profit, Human resources, Logistics, Product design and Upcycling. The 
empirical results from the Swedish outdoor industry shows that they require the same factors as the 
model, however two more requirements are highlighted by the industry, Thirdparty-partner and customer 
demand. The results also shows that today it is too challenging for the Swedish outdoor industry fulfil the 
requirements of an ideal circular leasing and rental model. Collaborating with a third-party-partner is 
one aspect the industry see as an opportunity. The products have an opportunity to be kept in use because 
the brands will care for them. However, the industry face more challenges than opportunities, some of 
the challenges are investments and economic profit, logistics and upcycling processes of activity-based 
technical garments.
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Summary:
This research investigates the implementation of a circular leasing and rental model on technical gar-
ments. The study investigates how an ideal circular leasing and rental model on technical garments 
could look like and what requirements the model has to have to keep technical garments in use. The study 
also aims at investigating what challenges and opportunities the Swedish outdoor industry face when imple-
menting a leasing and rental model. Also, if the Swedish outdoor industry can fulfil the requirements of 
the model. The study is conducted by a literature review and qualitative semi-structured interviews 
with representatives from different Swedish outdoor brands. The results show that the requirements for an 
ideal leasing and rental model are Sustainability, Investments/Economic profit, Human resources, Lo-
gistics, Product design and Upcycling. Furthermore, the Swedish outdoor industry require the same as-
pects as the model, however, two more requirements were found in the collected data. Third-party-partner 
and human resources. The collected data show that there is an opportunity to implementing a circular leasing 
and rental model if collaborating with a third-party-partner. There are also an opportunity to keep technical 
garments in use because the brands will care for the garments themselves. However, the challenges are more
comprehensive, and they include, investments and, economic profit, upcycling processes and logistics. 
The results show that there are more challenges than opportunities when it comes to implementing a 
circular leasing and rental model, and fulfilling all the requirements of the model is too challenging.
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Abbreviations  
 
PSS – Product-Service-System 
 
CE – Circular Economy 
 
BMs – Business Models 
 
SBMs – Sustainable Business Models  
 
DWRs – Durable water repellent  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

  

Definitions  
 
Colour fastness – When dyeing textile materials colour fastness refers to materials resistant of running 
or fading.  
 
Perfluorocarbons – A name for a  
 
Gore-Tex – Company that develops water resistant membranes for technical gear.  
 
Membrane – Often a water resistant layer that is put in-between the fabrics of technical garments.  
 
Taped seams – A technique that ensures that the seams of technical garments are water restistant.  
 
Value Added Tax – A consumptions tax placed on good throughout the supply chain whenever a 
products gains value.  
 
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals – Are a part of agenda 2030 which is a strategy to 
achieve a sustainable and better world for everyone. The goals serve as the key indicators to achieve a 
more sustainable world.  
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1. Introduction 
“The system of consumerism may seem like an immovable fact of modern life. But it is not. That the 
system was manufactured suggests that we can reshape those forces to create a healthier, more 
sustainable system with a more fulfilling goal than 'more stuff “ (Botsman and Rogers, 2011). 
 
1.1 Background 
Clothes, one of the most fundamental things people have in their life. It is associated with things such 
as social status, personality (Becker-Leifhold, 2018), and it is an essential part of our daily lives. In close 
relation to clothes comes the idea of fashion, which is closely connected to values, beauty and 
uniqueness (Becker-Leifhold, 2018). Over the past two decades, the fashion industry has grown rapidly, 
and only the past 15 years the productions have doubled (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017). One of 
the factors contributing to this is the fast-fashion approach that aims to mass-produce cheap clothing at 
high speed for its customers (Bhardwaj & Fairhurst, 2010). Yet, the number of times a garment is worn 
before it is thrown away has decreased by 36% in the past 15 years (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017). 
The amount of textiles that Swedish consumers throw away in the household trash is an average of 8 kg 
each year (Elander, 2019). The way we produce and consume clothing has become highly unsustainable, 
and the fashion industry is one of the dirtiest industries around the globe (Desore & Narula, 2017; 
Boström & Micheletti, 2016). The fashion industry has a long way to go before sustainability can be 
reached throughout the supply chain (Roos et al., 2017). As of today, the best way to reduce the 
environmental impact of clothes is to keep products in use. If the average garment is used twice as many 
times, the environmental impact can be reduced by 52% (Sandin, Roos & Johansson 2019). Reusing, 
remanufacturing and refurbishing clothes are some of the aspects that can contribute to keeping products 
in use. The fashion industry has to make a transition to an economy that is more resource-efficient, to 
minimize the extraction of raw materials and start making material recovery (Michelini et al., 2017). 
According to the circular economy, the best way to make a material recovery from technical materials 
is to, maintain, repair & refurbish, remanufacture and recycle. The focus is to design out waste and keep 
products in the loop (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017). In order to keep the products in use, there has 
to be business models and systems supporting this. The linear economy with a take-make-waste 
approach is dominating the clothing industry today (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017). Moving away 
from the linear economy will require new models to be implemented across the sector (Vermunt et al., 
2019). What do we know about business models that aim to keep products in use for longer, and how 
do they relate to a circular flow and environmental impacts?  
  
Today, there are limited ways to recycle textiles, so closing the loop in the form of recycling is not 
possible. As mentioned, the best way to reduce the environmental impact of clothes today is to 
continually reuse and keep products in use, due to the difficulty of recycling (Roos et al., 2019). Mono-
material garments are the products that are best suited for recycling today. These are products comprised 
by one material. (Roos et al., 2019). One of the main factors that make it difficult to recycle garments is 
that most of the garments today are comprised of mixed materials such as cotton and polyester, which 
cannot be separated from each other (Peters, Spak & Sandin, 2019). Furthermore, most of the textiles 
that are recycled today do not end up as new garments because the quality of the fibres is too weak 
(Sandvik & Stubbs, 2019). As Braungart and McDonough (2002) stated, “most recycling is actually 
downcycling; it reduces the quality of a material over time”. But since you can keep them in use, and 
recover the materials in other ways, they can be a part of a circular flow.  
  
Several business models can contribute to keeping products in use; however, Product-Service-System 
(PSS) models have become the latest talk when it comes to reaching sustainability. PSS reveals a high 
potential of reaching sustainability (Sundin and Bras, 2005; Tukker, 2004; Mont, 2002; Barquet et al., 
2016). The PSS concept strives towards satisfying users needs through more environmental solutions, 
such as product access rather than product ownership (Mont, 2004). However, the literature shows 
different outcomes, whether PSS models are more environmentally beneficial than selling.  
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Some papers show that it can be difficult to implement a PSS model that is more environmentally 
friendly (Agrawal et al., 2012; Michelini et al., 2017; Intlekofer, Bras & Ferguson, 2010). Yet, some 
show that it has potential to be more environmentally friendly (Sundin & Bras, 2004; Yang & Evans, 
2019; Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017). As Agrawal et al. (2012) finds in their study, leasing is not 
necessarily more environmentally friendly compared to selling products. Although, Yang & Evans 
(2019) show that some PSS models have a potential to contribute to more environmental solution, such 
as prolonged product longevity.  
  
Through PSS models, consumers become users of a product instead of consumers. However, they are 
still consumers of the service. The difference is that users do not “buy and own” the product, they rather 
“pay-for-use” or lease the product (Lacy et al., 2014). Moreover, there is evidence that PSS models can 
be a potential solution to contribute to sustainable development (Pieroni et al., 2017). PSS models can 
be performed in several ways. Pay for use, leasing, rental and performance agreement. This report will 
look closer into the leasing and rental forms. PSS in the form of leasing and renting products could be a 
way forward to keep products in use if implemented in a sustainable, efficient way (Barquet et al., 2016). 
Moreover, since technical materials, such as synthetics can contaminate the biosphere, they have to be 
a part of a closed-loop system to make sure they do not end up in our natural environment (Wautelet, 
2018). One way of keeping technical products in a closed-loop system is to sell services connected to 
products because it allows producers to take back the products and feed it back into the circular flow 
(ibid.). Furthermore, leasing clothes have shown to potentially benefit the environment if the life of 
garments’ are prolonged (Zamani et al., 2017), which is why it makes it interesting to investigate what 
requirements a circular leasing and rental model must have to contribute to a circular flow of technical 
garments. Furthermore, it is possible to achieve greater utilisation of a product through leasing and 
renting, which could possibly result in a decreased material and resource use (Niinimäki & Hassi, 2011). 
However, there has been limited research about how a leasing and rental model could keep products in 
use and support a circular flow - to reach sustainability across the industry.  
  
Today, the awareness of leasing & renting clothes amongst customers is relatively low, yet, more and 
more customers are looking into buying functions and performance instead of buying the actual product 
(Dagman & Söderberg, 2011). Moreover, studies have shown that customers are more willing to lease 
and rent clothes that they occasionally use, such as formalwear and outdoor clothing (Sweet & Wu, 
2019). Products that are best suitable to be incorporated in leasing & rental programs are products that 
are durable and require high operation costs, which often result in higher selling prices (Lacy & Rutqvist, 
2015). Because, durable products can go through several lease cycles (Sumter, Bakker & Balkenende, 
2018), and products with a high selling price are more appealing to customers that lack the funds of 
owning the product (Lacy & Rutqvist, 2015). Technical garments are clothing that have high durability, 
but also a high selling price because, the complicated constructions and material choices used for 
technical garments are generally expensive (Jenkins, 2017). Also, technical garments designed for 
specific activities are clothes we do not use on a daily basis. Besides, since outdoor clothing contains 
technical materials with many components, they often require professional care through repairing, 
remanufacturing and refurbishing. Would it be possible to implement a circular leasing & rental model, 
and at the same time maintain technical garments to keep them in use? Customers growing interest in 
sustainable options in fashion keep on pressuring companies to adapt to these demands (Todeschini et 
al., 2017). The first focus of this study lies in developing an ideal circular leasing and rental model. It 
also investigates Swedish outdoor brands opportunities and challenges to implementing a circular 
leasing and rental model. As Schaltegger, Lüdeke-Freund & Hansen (2012) discuss, it is important that 
companies become sustainable, due to the significant impact companies have on the economy and the 
overall environment. “No sustainable development is possible without a sustainable development of 
corporations.” (Schaltegger, Lüdeke-Freund & Hansen 2012). Which is why the focus will be put on 
the brands and not the customers. The reason for leaving customers out of this study is because there is 
already evidence that customers are willing to rent their clothes (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017). 
  
The following section raises the question of whether it would be possible for Swedish outdoor brands 
to implement a leasing and rental model that can contribute to a circular flow of products by constantly 
upcycling activity-based, technical garments.  
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1.2 Aim and research question 
The previous section bridges into the overall purpose of this study, which has developed into having 
two parallel purposes. This study will, therefore, investigate what aspects a leasing and rental model 
need to have to contribute to a circular flow of activity-based technical garments. Also, this study 
investigates what it would require for the Swedish outdoor industry to switch to a leasing & rental model. 
The model derived from the literature will be contrasted towards what the Swedish outdoor industry 
require and test if it is possible in practice to integrate the components found in the literature.  
  
To be able to reach the goal of the study, the following research questions are used as guidance. 
  

RQ1: Based on literature: how could an ideal circular leasing and rental model look like, and 
what requirements would be needed to keep activity-based technical garments in use?  

  
RQ2: What are the requirements, challenges and opportunities to implementing a circular 
leasing and rental model in the Swedish outdoor industry?  

  
RQ3: Based on RQ1 can the Swedish outdoor industry fulfil the requirements of a circular 
leasing and rental model?  

1.3 Selection of research topic and delimitations 
The selection of the research topic stems first and foremost from the researcher’s long background in 
retail. The interest in clothes and fashion and its impact it has on us humans, but especially the 
environment was the starting point for the topic. For the last five years, the researcher has been working 
with activity-based, technical garments, where a new consumption pattern amongst consumers has been 
noticed. People are no longer buying a garment just because it is cheap. It has been noticed that 
customers are putting more time and energy into choosing the garments that are suitable for their activity 
— asking questions, trying on different brands and models. Just to be assured they are getting get the 
best products. It has been noticed that many people are buying expensive, activity-based garments that 
are going to be used once or twice, or over a short period. Today you can lease and rent gear and 
equipment related to what activity you are going to perform, however, there are limited options when it 
comes to technical garments. During the internship course at this master’s program, the research was a 
part of the sustainability department at a large sport and outdoor fashion brand. The researcher got to 
see how technical, activity-based garments were developed and how much time and work every piece 
of clothing was given.  
  
The researcher began researching leasing and renting clothes and what benefits it can have on the 
environment. The researcher was curious to find out if a leasing and rental model specifically on 
technical garments can contribute to a circular flow, and if brands in the Swedish outdoor industry can 
implement this type of model and keep technical garments in use. Furthermore, the fashion industry, as 
mentioned, plays a very important part in people’s lives (Becker-Leifhold, 2018), however, the industry 
has to change to be able to contribute to sustainable development (Rudrajeet, 2017). Therefore, it was 
of interest to see if a circular leasing and rental model could be one way forward to transform one part 
of the fashion industry, more specifically the Swedish outdoor industry. It should also be noted that this 
research, as mentioned, the customers will not be a part of this study, neither will the Swedish outdoor 
industry’s supply chain be looked into.  
  
However, most of the research is done in other industries than in fashion. And, there is no research 
regarding leasing and rental on technical garments. The literature’ divided conclusion regarding leasing 
and rental made the researcher curious; can a leasing and rental model work in the Swedish outdoor 
industry, and can it contribute a circular flow of activity-based, technical garments, or would it be too 
challenging for it to be implemented in the right way.  
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The reason for choosing brands in the Swedish outdoor industry is because they are producers of 
technical garments, often with a focus on specific activities. The reason the Swedish outdoor industry 
was chosen is because the researcher lives and work in Sweden. This study will neither not look into the 
full circular loop where products are recycled at the end, due to the lacking possibilities of recycling 
garments today. Therefore the study will only investigate whether it is possible to keep activity-based, 
technical garments in use and contribute to a circular flow by other principles of the circular economy. 
Which is why the full circular economy concept will not be dealt with.  

1.4 Outline of the study  
The study starts with an introductory chapter and highlights the rationale behind this study. The chapter 
continues to present the aim, research questions, and delimitations for the study. Why the research topic 
is selected is also discussed. The second chapter presents the research design and outlines the methods 
used for this study. The third chapter presents a literature review of relevant topics for this research. 
After the literature review, the following chapter explains and illustrates the conceptual framework 
based on the review. The fifth chapter presents the collected data for the study together with the results 
and analysis. The sixth chapter discusses the findings, and the final chapter concludes the study and 
outlines limitations and further research.  
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2. Research Design  
The following chapter introduces and describes the method used for the study. How the method is used 
and how the researcher implements it is outlined. The chapter concludes by describing the analysis 
method.  

2.1 Research approach 
This study is conducted through a literature review and a qualitative method. A literature review can 
help a researcher to get ideas about what variables to include in their own research, as well as develop 
a framework (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 123). Which is what the researcher in this study has done. 
Qualitative methodology is research that gathers and produces descriptive data. Descriptive data refers 
to spoken and/or written words by individuals. The interest lies in understanding how individuals 
interpret their lives (Steven, Bogdan & DeVault, 2016). There are several ways of conducting qualitative 
method in order to gain a deeper understanding of the structures that affect people. In order to gain this 
deeper understanding, qualitative researchers can conduct the research in different ways. It can be 
conducted through interviews, secondary data and observations (Ahrne & Svensson, 2015, p. 8). The 
following study has been conducted through qualitative semi-structured interviews together with a 
literature review of relevant research. 

2.2 Construction of the conceptual framework 
Since there is little research regarding leasing and rental, and in particular, no research about circular 
leasing and rental models on technical garments, the researcher conducted a literature review in order 
to be able to construct the conceptual framework. It is of importance to do a literature review to gain an 
understanding of what has been researched in the field (Bryman, 2008, p. 97). A literature review can 
help a researcher gain knowledge in the area aimed to study (Rowley & Slack, 2004). As mentioned this 
study aims at developing a conceptual framework with an ideal circular leasing and rental model. The 
conceptual framework helped the researcher to identify key requirements (Rowley & Slack, 2004) for 
what an ideal model need to have to contribute to a circular flow of technical garments. Doing a literature 
review and developing the conceptual framework also helped to understand the connection between the 
requirements (ibid.). The literature review for this study went through several steps to create the final 
review and conceptual framework. The researcher started out by searching and screening literature by 
using keywords to find relevant articles (Rowley & Slack, 2004; Timmins & McCabe, 2005). Some of 
the keywords that were used were, Circular economy, Product service systems, business models, 
sustainable business models, fashion industry, leasing, rental. The words were also combined with each 
other in different ways in the search field to narrow down the search. After reading the literature the 
researcher made notes and wrote down some of the key concepts that were found throughout the 
literature. The researcher also made sure to find literature through citations in chosen articles to find 
more relevant material (Timmins & McCabe, 2005). When the researcher had read a number of relevant 
articles they were structured and divided into the three different sections outlining the review (ibid.). 
The development process can be seen in (Fig. 1).  
 
The researcher started out investigating Circular Economy (CE) and leasing and rental since this was 
the starting point of the research. The reason for choosing CE as part of the conceptual framework was 
to understand what principles companies must follow in order to contribute to a circular flow of technical 
garments. Moreover, when looking deeper into the field of leasing and rental, it became visible that a 
leasing and rental model is a type of a Product-Service-System (PSS) which made it crucial to do deeper 
research about PSS and to understand how the concept works, and how it can contribute to more 
sustainable practices. Which is why the PSS concept also played a part in the construction of the 
conceptual framework. Also, a circular leasing and rental model is a type of business model, therefore 
it was appropriate to investigate what is known about Business Models (BMs) and what resources they 
require to become successful, but also more sustainable.  
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The researcher wanted to see what an ideal circular leasing and rental model could look like and what 
requirements it would need to keep technical garments in use. When reviewing the different areas of 
research a few requirements became visible as important factors, which together created the 
requirements for the ideal circular leasing and rental model. The requirements and the basic outline of 
the conceptual framework will be further presented in chapter 4. After the literature review had been 
conducted, the researcher developed a potential model with the requirements. The interviews are 
analysed together with the conceptual framework derived from the literature, to see what Swedish 
outdoor brands require, and what they see are challenges and opportunities. The requirements from the 
conceptual framework also serve as a tool when investigating whether the outdoor brands can fulfil the 
requirements from the conceptual framework.  
 

 
 Figure 1 – Construction process of conceptual framework. 
 
As previously mentioned, there is relatively little scientific research on circular leasing and rental models 
the researcher decided to also include documents which are not peer-reviewed, as a complementary to 
the peer-reviewed. The articles, books and documents creating the conceptual framework are published 
between 2002 and 2019. The reason for choosing articles and books published during the 2000s is 
because the research regarding the three stems of research areas have developed during the last 20 years, 
which is why everything published prior to 2000 has not been included. Several tools can be used when 
searching for literature. Libraries, search engines and databases can all be used to locate relevant 
literature. (Rowley & Slack, 2004). All articles were found through Uppsala University library search 
engine, and google scholar. Through these search engines, the researcher accessed different databases 
where further searches for literature was made. Table 1 shows a detailed list of what articles, books and 
documents have created the conceptual framework.  
 

AUTHORS NAME OF ARTICLE YEAR OF 
PUBLICATION 

JOURNAL DATABASE/ 
PUBLISHER 

  ARTICLES   
Abdelkafi, N & 
Täuscher, K. 
 

Business Models for Sustainability 
From a System Dynamics 
Perspective. 

2016 Organization & 
Environment 

SAGE Journals/SAGE 

Baden-Fuller, C & 
Morgan, M. 

Business Models as Models 2010 Long Range Planning Science 
Direct/Elsevier 

Barquet, A et al.  Sustainability Factors for PSS 
Business Models. 

2016 Procedia CIRP Science 
Direct/Elsevier 

Hvass, K & 
Pedersen, E. 
 

Experiences from a brand’s product 
take-back initiative 

2019 Journal of Fashion 
Marketing and 
Management 

Emerald Publishing/ 
Emerald Publishing 
Limited 
 

Linder, M. & 
Williander, M. 
 

Circular Business Model 
Innovation: Inherent Uncertainties. 

2015 Business Strategy and the 
Environment, 

 
EBSCO host/Wiley 
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Michelini et al. From linear to circular economy: 
PSS conducting the transition. 

2017 Procedia CIRP, Science 
Direct/Elsevier 

Mont, O, 
Dalhammar, C & 
Jacobson, N. 
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2.3 Semi-structured interviews  
In-depth interviews are one of the most common methods used in qualitative research. An in-depth 
interview aims to deeply understand the phenomena that are studied (Legard & Keegan & Ward, 2003). 
The reason qualitative semi-structured interviews was chosen was that the researcher wanted to get a 
deeper understanding of what the Swedish outdoor industry perceive are the different opportunities and 
challenges with implementing a circular leasing and rental model. Also, the researcher wanted to find 
out what the Swedish outdoor industry require to implement a leasing and rental model. Therefore, 
questions were asked with the guidance of the Circular Economy principles regarding technical 
materials. Some general questions were also asked regarding sustainability to get some pre-knowledge 
about how they are working with sustainability in general. The researcher wanted to conduct interviews 
that allowed for great flexibility in order to give the interviewee a chance to elaborate and highlight 
important topics. Semi-structured interviews give the researcher considerable flexibility (Bryman, 2008, 
p. 415), which is why the method was chosen. Four of the six interviews were conducted in Swedish, 
where both the researcher and the interviewee were native speaking. The other two interviews were 
conducted in English where the native language was not Swedish. When translating the interviews from 
Swedish to English there is a risk for flaws in the process due to words that are not translatable (Van 
Nes et.al., 2010). Subjectiveness can, therefore, be a risk in the translation process. The researcher went 
through the quotes in an iterative process, to minimize the risk of potential translation flaws.  

According to Legard, Keegan & Ward (2003), a researcher has to follow certain stages when doing an 
interview, in order to favour the research. The researcher has to know how to direct the interviewee at 
all stages of the research and be aware of what role all participants have (ibid). The researcher started 
off presenting the topic and the scope of it to the interviewee to make sure the participant understood 
the topic. The researcher asked for permission to record the interview (Legard, Keegan & Ward, 2003). 
Furthermore, some general questions about the person’s position at the company and sustainability were 
asked to collect some common information. During the interviews, the researcher continuously guided 
the participants through the questions and asked follow up questions when needed, in order to allow the 
interviewee to elaborate and go deeply into the questions (Bryman, 2012, p. 478; Legard, Keegan & 
Ward, 2003). When all the interviews started to reach the end the researcher signalised this by stating 
that there were only three questions left, this can be helpful for the interviewee to slowly go back to a 
normal interaction (Legard, Keegan & Ward, 2003).  

Lastly, the researchers asked if the participants wanted to add anything to the topic in general, or to a 
specific question, in order to avoid that the participant left with topics or feelings unspoken (ibid.). When 
the interviews had been completed the researcher made sure to listen if the participant had anything 
more to say regarding the topic in order to not miss out on valuable information.  

2.4 Telephone interviews 
 
Some of the participants in this study could not meet physically due to several factors. Therefore, four 
interviews were done through telephone. There are both pros and cons with doing interviews by 
telephone. Bryman (2008, p. 433) highlight that several factors can affect the quality of the interview. 
Factors such as facial and bodily expressions of the interviewee that can give the researcher a perception 
of how the participant reacts to the questions. The researcher has to take into consideration that technical 
difficulties can occur when recording an interview over the telephone (Bryman, 2008, pp. 208-209). 
During the telephone interviews, the researcher made sure that all technical equipment worked well in 
order to ensure good quality on the outcome. Furthermore, the researcher was aware of the fact that you 
cannot see the interviewees expression and made sure to listen carefully to the participant’s answers and 
questions.  
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2.5 Participant sampling  
The interviews for this study was conducted through six qualitative semi-structured interviews with 
representatives from different brands within the Swedish outdoor industry, where two of the participants 
represented the same brand but worked at different departments. It was of importance to interview 
brands that had the potential to answer the aim and research question of this study. Therefore, a 
purposive sampling method was used, since it aims to select participants that are directly connected to 
the aim and research question of the study (Bryman, 2012, p. 416). The researcher sent out requests by 
email to a large number of different brands briefly explaining the aim of the study and asked if they 
wanted to participate. The researcher got some answers where brands said no to participate, a few of 
them said yes and some did not answer. The researcher also had a few interviews booked, but due to the 
global pandemic (Covid-19) they cancelled their interviews. Therefore, the number of participants did 
not reach the researcher’s preference. However, the six interviewees that participated in the research 
gave rich, in-depth answers to all the questions, and they represent some of the leading brands in the 
Swedish outdoor industry. The interviewees all worked with sustainability in different ways.  

2.6 Validity and reliability  
Reliability and validity are two important factors when conducting research. Since all researcher strives 
towards genuine results reliability and validity have to be taken into consideration (LeCompte & Goetz 
1982). The researcher is aware of the fact that the findings in this study are based on a limited of Swedish 
outdoor brands and cannot be generalised across the whole Swedish outdoor industry (Bryman, 2012; 
Saunders et al., 2007). The researcher was also aware of the potential participant bias (Saunders et al., 
2007). Therefore, the participants in this study will be anonymous, because that facilitated the 
participants to talk more freely. Also, the interview questions were asked in a non-leading way to 
minimize response bias. It is also important to highlight the importance of observer bias. Observer bias 
is not something that can be fully taken away. Delbridge and Kirkpatrick (1994) argued that, ‘because 
we are part of the social world we are studying we cannot detach ourselves from it, or for that matter 
avoid relying on our common sense knowledge and life experiences when we try to interpret 
it’. However, the researcher is aware of the fact that this can potentially affect the reliability of the study 
and made sure to be as objective as possible.  

2.7 Ethical perspective  
When doing qualitative interviews it is important to consider the ethical perspective before doing the 
interviews. There are four basic principles that a researcher should follow when researching social 
science. The principles concern, Informed consent, compliance requirement, invasion of 
privacy and utilization requirement (Swedish Research Council, 2017). The Informed consent means 
that the researcher has to inform all the participants about the study, and the purpose of it. The 
participants need to be informed that their participation is voluntary and they can choose to leave the 
research at any time. The compliance requirement highlights that the researcher must get compliance 
from all the participants taking part in the study. Invasion of privacy means that the personal information 
about the participants should be kept so unauthorized people cannot access it, to assure the anonymity 
of the participants (Swedish Research Council, 2017). The collected information about the participants 
cannot be used for other purposes than the research, this is referred to as the utilization 
requirement (Bryman, 2008, p. 132). Meaning that the information cannot be used for other non-
scientific or commercial use (Swedish Research Council, 2017). The researcher made sure to follow all 
these steps when conducting the interviews. It was important that all the participants knew the aim of 
the study, and that their participation was voluntary. Furthermore, all participants were informed that 
their personal information and data is used for this particular study, and not shared with others.   
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2.8 Clarification of terms 

In the following study, the Swedish Outdoor industry is referred to the participating brands, that are all 
a part of the Swedish outdoor industry. Furthermore, it should be noted that activity-based technical 
garments are referred to as only technical garments. Moreover, customers are referred to as users in the 
PSS and leasing model segment, because the main goal is to have users within the model. However, the 
participants in this study refer to their customers. 

2.9 Analysis method  
The analysis of the data is conducted through a thematic analysis. Thematic analysis is a process that 
organises collected data and divides it into themes (Ritchie, Spencer & O’Connor, 2003). The iterative 
process of reading the data will result in the themes and sub-themes that will form the final themes for 
the analysis (Bryman, 2008; Ritchie, Spencer & O’Connor, 2003). The analysis for this study will follow 
Braun & Clarke’s (2008) approach by working with the following steps: 

1. Familiarizing yourself with your data. 
It is of importance to be familiar with the data collected for the research to know the depth and scope of 
it. The researcher has to repeatedly read through the data in order to gain this knowledge. Since the data 
for this research was collected through interviews the researcher had an understanding of the data and 
the depth of it before the analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2008). The interviews were recorded through a 
recording device to collect the data in a convenient way. In order to gather the data and save it as text 
documents, the interviews were transcribed. The transcription process is a useful way to get familiar 
with the data (Braun & Clarke, 2008). 
 
2. Generating initial codes. 
The following step includes the process of assigning codes to the data. The coding process will help the 
research further organise the data and assign codes to meaningful parts that occur (Braun & Clarke, 
2008). During the process of coding the data has to be read through several times to find relevant codes 
(Bryman, 2008, p. 525). When the interviews were transcribed and read, the researcher gained some 
understanding of what the data included and created a list of different concepts that occurred during the 
process. The data was then read thoroughly to find interesting parts that could be assigned to different 
codes. The coding process started by colour coordinating certain words and sentences that had common 
factors. One example is, the word “durability” got one colour and the word “longevity” got another. 
After reviewing the sentences these two words occurred in, the researcher could see that the words 
occurred in sentences with similar meaning. These two words were later divided into the overarching 
theme, Product design. After colour coordinating the transcriptions the different sentences were revised 
several times to see common relations between the codes, to be able to find the more overarching themes 
for this study.   
 
3. Searching for themes. 
When the data has been organised with codes the material has to be analysed to see if there are codes 
that can formulate an overall theme. It was an iterative process where the researcher went back and 
looked through the data several times in order to find parts that could be re-coded and fit into the themes 
(Braun & Clarke, 2008). It became visible quite quickly after each transcription what would probably 
become the main themes since many answers were in line with each other, however, the researcher went 
through the data to double-check it. The overarching themes that were found in the data 
were Sustainability, Investments/Economic profit, Human resources, Logistics, Product design, 
Upcycling, Third-party-partner and Customer Demand. The themes will be further presented in the 
empirical results and analysis section in chapter 5. 
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4. Reviewing themes. 
When the themes were chosen they were further revised. Revising themes can result in several themes 
becoming one theme instead of several. It may appear that some themes are missing enough data in 
order to be a theme. The data that forms a theme must be consistent and follow a red thread if this is not 
the case, the theme should be revised (Braun & Clarke, 2008). As mentioned, all the themes that are 
found have been seen throughout the interviews, but the researcher revised them. 
 
5. Defining and naming themes. 
When the themes were organised into a thematic map, the themes were revised again in order to finalise 
what is a part of the analysis. It is crucial at this point to review the themes to identify the connection 
with other themes. Furthermore, there has to be a red thread between the research question, the themes 
and the overall aim of the report (Braun & Clarke, 2008). 
 
6. Producing the report. 
The final step of the analysis process is to write the analysis and produce the report. This step is the step 
where complicated data turns into text that is easily understood by the reader. It is of importance that 
the text not only gives a repetitive description of the data, but it also has to be a reflection with arguments 
that connect with the research question and theory (Braun & Clarke, 2008). The researcher made sure 
to connect the analysis with the research questions and the conceptual framework.  

2.10 Limitations of methods 

Since this study is conducted qualitatively it can result in some flaws. One critique of qualitative research 
is that it is subjective and it is constructed and builds on the researcher's perceptions of what is important 
(Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 416). Therefore, the type of questions that were asked in the interviews might 
have been affected by this. Likewise, the analysis of the data, and how the researcher chose to 
thematically structure the data could also be affected by the subjectivity. As previously mentioned, 
observer bias is difficult to eliminate completely (Delbridge & Kirkpatrick 1994), however, the 
researcher tried to interpret the data as objectively as possible. Furthermore, the replicability of 
qualitative methods are often criticised because of the limited possibilities of re-creating the same 
research, this is also because qualitative research has more subjective elements (Bryman & Bell, 2011, 
p. 417). Furthermore, qualitative research is criticised because it is difficult to generalise the results in 
other settings. As previously mentioned, this study is conducted through semi-structured interviews with 
representatives from a limited number of Swedish outdoor brands, which means that the results from 
this study cannot be generalized across the whole industry. The researcher was also aware that the 
participants are all representatives for the brands, which can also have affected how they answered to 
certain questions.  
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3. Literature review  
The following chapter presents a literature review of relevant topics for the study. The review also acts 
as the foundation for the conceptual framework.  
  
The following sections aims at investigate how an ideal circular leasing and rental model could look 
like, and what requirements would be needed to keep technical garments in use. Therefore, a deeper 
understanding of current knowledge in a few specific fields is crucial to know what has to be 
investigated. Therefore, the review investigates three different areas of research which are all crucial for 
the study. The first area of the review provides an overview of the circular economy concept, to learn 
more about the concept, in order to understand how a leasing and rental model could contribute to a 
circular flow. The second part of the review looks deeper into business models to understand the basics 
of business models. The second area bridges into the main focus, and the third area of the review; 
Product-Service-System (PSS) and in particular leasing and rental business model. The review for this 
study lays the foundation for the first research questions in this study; Based on literature: how could 
an ideal circular leasing and rental model look like, and what requirements would be needed to keep 
activity-based technical garments in use?  

3.1 Circular Economy   
The circular economy (CE) is an economic system that aims to redefine growth and is regenerative and 
restorative by design (Angelis, 2018, p. 20). However, the concept of the circular economy is relatively 
new but is gaining more recognition every year all over the world. Companies, governments and 
consumers all acknowledge the CE, its principles and practices to achieve a circular advantage. Gaining 
a circular advantage means that companies will gain a competitive advantage when adopting circular 
principles (Lacy & Rutqvist, 2015). CE is an approach that seeks to favour the environment, the 
economy and society. It emphasises the critical need for everyone, on a global scale, to work effectively, 
from individuals to large corporations (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017, p. 281). All over the world 
economies are trying to implement the CE concept in order to address societal, environmental and 
economic problems. However, transitioning to the CE concept requires a transition and development at 
three levels, micro- meso- and macro level. The micro-level refers to transitions in companies and on 
an individual level. The meso-level refers to the production part, where interconnected industries 
function, and the third level, macro, means development in cities, regions and provinces (Ghisellini et 
al., 2015). Today, CE is a trustworthy economic model when it comes to addressing global challenges 
such as climate change, water scarcity, pollution, resource scarcity and energy crisis (Sillanpää & Ncibi, 
2019).  
  
The CE has three key principles that guide the concept. The three principles are:  
  

1.  Design out waste  
2.  Keep products and materials in use.  
3.  Regenerate natural systems 

  
This will further result in a circular flow of products. The focus of this study focus will first and foremost 
look at the second principle, keeping products and materials in use since this is proven to be the best 
way of reducing the environmental impacts of garments today (Sandin, Roos & Johansson 2019). 
Furthermore, the following chapter will look closer into the micro-level of the CE concept, which is 
transition within companies. In general, companies overall environmental commitment is connected to 
their willingness to implement circularity in their organisation and for their products (Prieto-Sandoval 
et al., 2018). Sustainable Design Strategies (SDS) is the main concept of CE on the micro-level. 
Applying SDS can help design sustainable products. One key SDS is the Cradle-to-Cradle strategy 
(Prieto-Sandoval et al., 2018), which will be presented in the next coming sub-heading.    
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Through a CE system resources will be reused when products are at the end of their lifespan, which will 
result in minimising waste (Stahel, 2016). However, it is of interest to understand how technical 
garments in a CE system can be reused. What is required in order to do a material recovery of the 
garments to make them circulate. To achieve a circular flow of products in the textile and fashion 
industry it requires a new “textile economy”. Together with the principles of CE textile products can be 
maintained during their lifetime at their highest quality. Lastly, they will re-enter the loop when they are 
at the end of their lifetime, which means that the products will never go to waste (Ellen MacArthur 
Foundation, 2017). In a new “textile economy” business models will be developed to provide users with 
access to clothes at all times, and at the same time allow users to have access to clothes they cannot 
afford through a classical sales business model. The products design for this new economy is required 
to have a high quality, durability and flexibility (ibid.). 
  
To achieve a circular flow of products in a CE system, the products have to go through different stages. 
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2017) separates biological and technical materials and the way they 
are consumed and used. The diagram (Fig. 2) shows how the biological and the technical cycles feed 
products and materials back into the cycle and keep them in use for longer. The four technical cycles 
include, share, maintain/prolong, reuse/distribute, refurbish/remanufacture/ recycle. Technical 
materials are not something we can be consumers of, but rather are users of. Which is why the principles 
of how technical materials should be processed in a circular economic system are adopted in this study. 
To better understand how technical garments can be kept in use in a circular leasing and rental model. 
The work by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2017) provided insight into how products in a circular 
economy circulate and how they should be taken care of. However, as mentioned, the outer 
cycle, recycle is not incorporated in this study. 
 

 
  
  
Figure 2 – The “Butterfly Diagram” (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017). 
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3.1.1 Cradle-to-cradle and upcycling 

Cradle-to-cradle design positively contributes to economic, ecologic and social goals in an industrial 
system (Braungart, McDonough & Bollinger, 2007). The cradle-to-cradle concept means that products 
are designed in a way, so no waste is produced. All the materials that go into a product can be used 
again. Therefore, creating no negative impact on the environment and maintaining a closed-loop system 
where materials continue to circulate (Haggar, 2007). The cradle-to-cradle concept was developed by 
Braungart & McDonough (2002) and it aims at eliminating waste by constantly feed materials back and 
use them again. The cradle-to-cradle concept is acknowledged in this study to be able to understand how 
technical garments have to be designed to be able to be fed back into the circular system, and be used 
again. Companies today often adopts the cradle-to-grave concept, which means that products are 
designed in a way where it is difficult to recycle or reuse the materials that go into a product after its 
final use. Therefore, products are sent to landfills or incinerators after its final use, creating more waste 
and depleting natural resources. To achieve a cradle-to-cradle approach, industries must adopt the 
concept by changing the way products are produced. Adopting this mindset would not only minimise 
the waste, but it would also benefit industries because the “waste” could be used to make other products. 
The concept will, therefore, help both the environment and the industries (Braungart & McDonough, 
2002). 

Upcycling products is a way of reaching the design strategy cradle-to-cradle. Upcycling is a process 
where the materials from products are recovered and used again. In an upcycling process, the materials 
are not wasted, and products are not sent to landfills or incineration (Singh et al., 2019). Upcycling in 
the fashion industry means that products are processed to be able to become either new clothes or parts 
of new clothes. It is a way of giving new life to clothes that are at the end of their life. The aim is to 
enhance the performance or retain the same performance the product had before the upcycling process 
(Paras & Curteza, 2018). A study about product upcycling processes by Paras & Curteza (2018) show 
that the main goal of upcycling is to prolong the life of products in order to reach sustainability. Highly 
durable materials is therefore a crucial factor when upcycling (ibid.). Rathinamoorthy (2019) have 
illustrated a model (Fig. 3) that shows a more detailed flow of how technical materials in a PSS model 
circulates. The model is used as guidance when creating the ideal circular leasing and rental model for 
this study.  

 
  
Figure 3 – The cycles for products for services (Rathinamoorthy, 2019).  
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3.2 Business models 
There are several definitions of what business models (BMs) are, but there are often common factors in 
what defines BMs. Value creation for customers, value flow, and profit & strategy are common factors 
discussed in the literature (Baden-Fuller & Morgan, 2010; Nosratabadi et al., 2019; Richardson, 2008; 
Teece, 2010). However, the research has not yet agreed on a single definition of what BMs are 
(Abdelkafi & Täuscher, 2016). Which is why a review over BMs are crucial to be able to see what the 
common factors for successful BMs are, even though there is no consistent definition yet. BMs has 
developed into being a strategy for companies to gain competitive advantage, a tool for communication, 
planning and analysis. Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010) developed the business model canvas to guide 
companies to create products and services customers want. The definition by Osterwalder & Pigneur 
(2010) follows: “A business model describes the rationale of how an organisation creates, delivers, and 
captures value”. The business model canvas is constructed by nine building blocks that define how a 
company should work to fulfil a successful business model (Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010). The work 
by Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010) explains what resources and requirements a company must have in 
order to become successful, which provided insight and information to what requirements are needed 
and could be applied to a circular leasing and rental model. The building block of Key Resources was 
analysed for this study since it was important to find what requirements a business model must have, in 
order to be able to develop the ideal circular leasing and rental model. Resources are one crucial factor 
when aiming for a successful business model. Physical resources refer to facilities such as machines, 
storage, distribution networks and physical stores. Moreover, both human and financial resources are 
critical. Financial resources are important for business models in general, but how the finances are 
required depends on whether the BM demands financial resources and/or financial guarantees 
(Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010). Human capital is crucial in all BMs but is extra valuable in industries 
where creativity and knowledge are key factors (Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010). This is further supported 
by Wahid et al. (2013) who’s finding show that human resources are critical for an organisation to stay 
competitive. Furthermore, investment in human resources is a key factor for economic progress, because 
it will improve the quality of the overall organisation due to the skills and expertise of the employees 
(Wahid et al., 2013). 
  
Sustainable business models (SBM) focuses on achieving value for all stakeholders, and not only for 
the corporation and their customers. It has to create value for the environment and society, too 
(Nosratabadi et al., 2019). Abdelkafi & Täuscher (2016) defines SBM as models that create value for 
the firm itself, value for its customers, but it also creates value for the natural environment. Schaltegger, 
Lüdeke-Freund & Hansen (2012) argues that SBMs have to fulfil three requirements which characterise 
a sustainable business case. 1. The corporation has to benefit to societal and environmental solutions 
voluntarily, and not engage in activities for economic profit or because of legal aspects. 2. The company 
has to “create a positive business effect” (Schaltegger, Lüdeke-Freund & Hansen 2012). This means the 
company has to increase its economic benefit and be able to argue for the profit convincingly. 3. The 
third requirement involves a specific management activity which means that there has to be a 
management that leads the company intending to contribute to the environmental, societal and economic 
advantage. The key to a successful SBM is by “[...] creating economic success through (and not just 
along with) a certain environmental or social activity”. (Schaltegger, Lüdeke-Freund & Hansen 2012). 
The study by Schaltegger, Lüdeke-Freund & Hansen (2012) gave valuable insight into how a company 
must address sustainability if they want to achieve a business model that engages in more sustainable 
practices. As Nosratabadi et al., (2019) finds in their research on SBM, they have the potential to create 
a win-win situation for all stakeholders involved. It is crucial to understand what an SBM requires in 
order to be able to create a leasing and rental model that strives to have sustainability as a core. 
  
To conclude the literature on BMs; a successful business model has to include several aspects, especially 
if it is a business model aiming to become sustainable (Schaltegger, Lüdeke-Freund & Hansen 2012). 
BMs has to be able to capture, create and maintain value for everyone taking part in the business model. 
It has to be profitable and at the same time contribute and benefit the natural environment (Nosratabadi 
et al., 2019; Abdelkafi & Täuscher, 2016).  
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3.3 Product-Service-Systems (PSS)   
The following section will investigate the challenges and possibilities of how PSS models can be 
implemented, and what is required for a PSS to become sustainable. What does the literature perceive 
are the difficulties and what are the opportunities, also what is required by a company when transitioning 
to a PSS model.   
  
“A Product-Service System can be defined as the result of an innovation strategy, shifting the business 
focus from designing and selling physical products only, to selling a system of products and services 
which are jointly capable of fulfilling specific client demands” (Manzini & Vezzoli, 2002).  
  
Product-service-system (PSS) models is a way of providing users with services connected to a product 
instead of selling the actual product, to satisfy their needs. This means that users buy to get access to a 
product and use it for the specific period that they chose to get access to it. As Manzini & Vezzoli, 
(2002) explain, in PSS models, the products are owned by the provider and are never sold to the user. 
The provider is also responsible for product care and maintenance, such as repairing, refurbishing and 
remanufacturing. It is the provider’s responsibility to make sure the product can be reused and 
outsourced for as long as possible (Manzini & Vezzoli, 2002). PSS business models can be divided into 
three different categories. Product-oriented business models, use-oriented business models and result-
oriented business models (Reim, Parida & Örtqvist, 2014; Tukker, 2004). This study will not look closer 
at the Product- and result-oriented business models, it will look closer at the use-oriented models. Tukker 
(2004) divides the use-oriented business models into three sub-models where a product is used in 
different ways by users. The main focus of a use-oriented PSS is the way products are owned. Customers 
are rather seen as users of a product, but they do not own it, or several users collectively own the product. 
(Tukker, 2004; Reim, Parida & Örtqvist, 2014). The three sub-models are, product lease, product renting 
or sharing and product pooling (Fig. 4) (Tukker, 2004). Tukker’s (2004) study on different types of PSS 
models gave a deeper insight into what PSS models are and how they work. Tukker (2004) also 
contributed to understanding the different environmental impacts of the different PSS models, and it 
provided information on how leasing and rental works, which have helped in the process of developing 
the conceptual framework.  

 
 

Figure 4 – Product-service-system - main and subcategories (Tukker, 2004).  
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3.3.1 Leasing and Rental 

Leasing and rental are both different aspects of the PSS model concept, and both leasing and rental go 
under the use-oriented business models (Tukker, 2004). The difference between leasing and renting is 
usually the length of the contract. Leasing agreements can prolong during more extended periods such 
as 6-12 months while renting agreements can be for a shorter amount of time. Leasing and rental have 
some similarities in how products are distributed. In both forms, products are owned by the producer. 
The producer is also responsible for maintaining the products, in ways of repairing, remanufacturing 
and refurbishing. However, in a leasing agreement, the user has full access and unlimited use to the 
product, over a longer period of time. Moreover, the product does not shift between owners. Through a 
renting program, the users do not have unlimited use to the product, and the same product can be rented 
and used by several users during different times (Tukker, 2004).  

3.3.2 PSS and sustainability 

Mont, Dalhammar & Jacobson (2006) argued that leasing models are not necessarily more 
environmentally friendly. As shown in their study, leasing models must be able to fulfil specific criteria 
to become environmentally friendly. The following criteria must be achieved:  
  

·    “The manufacturer of products needs to directly lease products and has interest in increasing 
their longevity through maintenance and upgrading” 

  
·    “At the end of products’ life, they should not be sold to the user, but should instead be returned 

to the producer for remanufacturing and recycling”. 
  

·    “The basic waste management hierarchy (reduce, reuse, and recycle) should be followed” 
(Mont, Dalhammar & Jacobson, 2006). 

  
As previously mentioned, this study will focus on looking into reusing products. Therefore, the basic 
waste management hierarchy will not be further investigated. Mont, Dalhammar & Jacobson (2006) 
study, and the three criteria’s presented above, provided insight in how the products ought to be owned, 
and circulate in a leasing and rental model in order to contribute to more sustainable practices. Therefore, 
their study is a part of constructing the flow of technical garments in the conceptual 
framework.  Furthermore, Manzini & Vezzoli (2002), also argues that PSS models are not necessarily 
more environmentally friendly. Still, they do have the potential to contribute to sustainable solutions. 
However, a PSS model can only be referred to as sustainable when it contributes to change the way 
products are produced and consumed. Is it possible for PSS models to be implemented and at the same 
time, contribute to change to more sustainable ways of how clothes are produced and consumed.  
 
There are several attributes that a PSS model must have in order for it to be more sustainable and 
contribute to a circular flow of products. Some of the factors that can make PSS models sustainable is 
the use of resources and energy. Since products are aimed to live for longer and undergo continuous 
maintenance, this leads to a decreased extraction of resources to make new products. Moreover, since 
the provider knows the products, they know how to care for it in the best way possible (Pieroni et al., 
2017). Which means that producers tend to take more responsibility regarding care & repair of the 
products, which can increase the efficient use of energy (Tukker, 2004; Pieroni et al., 2017). Even 
though producers know how to care for the products in the best way to make them circulate longer 
(Pieroni et al., 2017),  Michelini et al. (2017) argue that use-oriented business models can hinder the 
products from circulating longer due to careless use by the users. Which is also supported by Tukker 
(2004) who found that leasing could increase the environmental impact because of users careless use of 
the products. Therefore is it of importance that the communication between the producer and user is 
working. However, Tukker (2004) also found that renting can result in positive environmental gains 
because products are more intensively used.  
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Customers in a leasing and rental model do not have to care for the clothes when it comes to washing, 
repairing and remanufacturing since the producer is responsible for this. Therefore it takes away the 
possibility for users to accidentally mistreat and destroy the clothes (Stål & Jansson, 2017).  

3.3.3 Transition and implementation 

Transitioning to a PSS model can cause some difficulties for companies. Several factors can hinder 
companies from making the transition, such as higher productions costs and higher costs in general due 
to product design (Michelini et al., 2017). In accordance with  Michelini et al., (2017), Linder & 
Willander (2015) finds in their study, since products incorporated in a PSS program must go through 
remanufacturing and refurbishing, this can become a financial challenge for companies. This is further 
supported by Sillanpää & Ncibi (2019) who finds that it is still more profitable to produce products that 
have a shorter lifespan, since products designed and produced for circulating in a PSS require more 
work and higher costs (Sillanpää & Ncibi, 2019). Another challenging aspect of transitions to a PSS is 
the possible decrease in product sales. Furthermore, there is a risk that the financial revenues not being 
maximised when using a leasing model over a sales model. Leasing models carry greater financial risk 
for producers because of products not being sold (Linder & Willander, 2015; Mont, Dalhammar & 
Jacobson, 2006; Vermunt et al., 2019). Which means that products will stay with the producer if they 
are not being leased or rented out to users. One way to overcome this challenge when implementing a 
PSS is to focus on long term leasing programs to ensure capital not being tied up (Linder & Willander, 
2015). Further, as Mont, Dalhammar & Jacobson (2006) showed in their study on baby prams, it would 
take approximately ten months before the revenues are positive. They also show that a leasing model 
would significantly change companies revenues drastically in the first years, which would require 
financing. They propose that depositions fees could be collected during the early years; however, these 
fees cannot be too high because that would not attract users that are willing to rent. They propose that 
an investor should be involved to provide finances during the first period (Mont, Dalhammar & 
Jacobson, 2006). The literature in this section has provided a deeper understanding for the financial 
aspects in PSS models. Although the literature highlights different aspects of financial challenges it 
becomes visible that the financial aspects has to be taken into consideration when creating an ideal 
circular leasing and rental model. 
  
Pedersen, Early & Andersen (2019) investigated how a polyester shirt can be kept in use for as long as 
possible by the producer, the concept is called the “service shirt”, which is a design prototype. It aims 
at keeping a shirt in use for 50 years through different circular business model. One of their findings 
show that if fashion companies want implement new, more sustainable business models they are 
dependent on the values of the organisation. Vermunt et al. (2019), found that internal organisational 
barriers are one of the main challenges to implement a PSS. Hvass and Pedersen (2019) also discuss the 
internal stakeholders. Their understanding of the value proposition, lack of awareness and attitudes 
towards circular initiatives, are some of the obstacles for companies to implement PSS models. In other 
words, there has to be a way to incorporate the circular initiative value proposition to the company’s 
current business model and value proposition (ibid.). Therefore, organisational alignment is important 
to succeed in the implementation. The internal structure of the company has to be in line with and 
facilitate the goals of the organisations (Todeschini et al., 2017).  

3.3.4 Product design  

Pedersen, Early & Andersen (2019) finds in their study on the “service shirt” that expertise and 
knowledge are important factors when it comes to designing clothes for circular business models. In 
line with Pedersen, Early & Andersen (2019), Linder & Willander (2015) also highlights that, since 
products incorporated in PSS programs often need remanufacturing, product knowledge and insight is 
essential to be able to improve or restore a product’s condition. When companies implement a PSS 
model, they have to consider the full product lifecycle when constructing a strategy. Lacy & Rutqvist, 
(2015) explain what products are best suitable for PSS models, and how the models function.  
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The company will be responsible for all the costs regarding the product during its life cycle since they 
own it. Therefore, product quality and performance has to be durable and powerful (Lacy & Rutqvist, 
2015). Technical garments are products that are often designed for specific activities. They are usually 
designed to tackle challenging weather conditions such as heavy rain, snow and wind. The design is 
often innovative to facilitate the usage in specific conditions. It is therefore essential that designers have 
high skills, and in-depth knowledge about the materials, technologies and practices regarding these 
products (Ledbury, 2018). As Ledbury (2018) argues, the development of technical garments can be 
very complicated since product developers and designers always have to have the end activity in mind; 
how can they enhance the performance of this product so the customer or user can get their needs and 
expectations of the product fulfilled. It becomes visible that technical garments in a circular leasing and 
rental model will require people with high skills and knowledge, to be able to facilitate that the products 
can circulate for longer.  
 
Moreover, the products have to be designed in a way that makes it easy to use, reuse, remanufacture, 
maintain and recycle them. If a product cannot meet these requirements, it quickly eliminates the 
possibility to forward the product to the next user (Lacy & Rutqvist, 2015). This is further discussed by 
Barquet et al. (2016) that argues that products have to be designed for the environment. Designed for 
the environment means that products are constructed for easy disassembly to remanufacture and repair, 
with the goal to contribute to the environment and a circular flow. Also, the design of products plays an 
important role to reach sustainability (Sillanpää & Ncibi, 2019). When a product has a short life cycle, 
it means that the products go “out of fashion” and breaks down quickly (Lacy & Rutqvist, 2015). Product 
design is an essential factor when implementing a leasing model. The products have to be designed, so 
they are “lease-ready” to be included in a leasing program. The importance of designing products that 
are attractive, cost-effective, durable and suitable for several lease cycles is essential (Sumter, Bakker 
& Balkenende, 2018). For the construction of the conceptual framework it is important to understand 
how technical garments should be designed to be able to be incorporated in a circular leasing and rental 
model. 

3.3.5 PSS in the fashion industry 

As of today, linear business models are dominating the fashion industry due to the low prices of raw 
materials, which favours linear products to be produced (Kirchherr et al., 2018). This causes a 
considerable challenge for making a PSS model economically viable and successfully competitive 
(Pedersen, Early & Andersen, 2019; Kirchherr et al., 2018). However, by developing new business 
opportunities and engaging in new partnerships, PSS can create economic value through all stages of 
the model (Vermunt et al., 2019). Reusing products and materials will, in turn, reduce the material costs, 
which further will decrease the extraction of virgin materials and reduce the environmental footprint. 
Moreover, by establishing a new partnership with firms that can use, and buy the waste produced by the 
products, it can create financial opportunities for companies (Vermunt et al, 2019).  
  
The clothes incorporated in PSS models are constantly moved around from the producer to the users 
and then back again. Therefore the need for having a well-functioning logistics chain, especially reverse 
logistics is important. Implementing a reverse logistic chain can be a real challenge for fashion 
companies (Hvass & Pedersen 2019; Ellen MacArthur, 2017). In a typical sales model, the logistics 
work one way since the products are sold to the consumer and usually do not come back to the producer. 
The challenge lies in how to handle the clothes when they are brought back to the producer (Ellen 
MacArthur, 2017). Reverse logistics in fashion means that products need to be collected, sorted and 
processed. Collecting the product means that the producer receives the product when the consumer no 
longer uses it. Sorting means going through and inspecting the product to identify the quality. Lastly, 
the product is processed through different upcycling processes such as repair, remanufacturing and 
washing (Paras & Curteza, 2018).   
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3.4 Research Relevance 

Several attempts to implement PSS in the fashion industry has been done. Although the literature on 
PSS in fashion is still scarce, and how PSS should be developed and structured for the industry is still 
not clearly defined (Todeschini et al., 2017). For the purpose of this study, the literature reviewed in this 
section has given an insight into what has been researched in the field of the circular economy concept, 
business models and PSS models. It was first of interest to investigate what CE is and how it works. 
What does a circular economy mean and what are the CE principles that need to be followed to reach 
circularity. It was crucial to investigate the full concept of the circular economy to get an understanding 
of how products can be processed to be kept in use and be a part of a circular flow. Specifically, what is 
required to meet the second principle of CE, keeping product and material in use. It was crucial to 
investigate CE to understand what principles companies have to fulfil to contribute to a circular flow of 
technical garments. It was also of interest to research the basic structure of BMs, what they are and what 
makes BMs successful. Understanding how BMs can become more sustainable, and what requirements 
BMs has to fulfil to become sustainable was of interest. Because, the aim of keeping products in use for 
longer is to contribute to a circular flow, which leads to more sustainable practices. 
  
Since leasing and rental models are subcategories to PSS models it was valuable to first look into what 
challenges and opportunities companies can face when implementing a PSS model. In order to see what 
potential requirements a leasing and rental model must have to be able to keep technical garments in 
use. Looking into what type of products would be the perfect objects for leasing and rental was one of 
the key aspects; since the product also has to fulfil requirements from the CE principles to be able to 
circulate for longer. Knowing the prerequisites for all of the three fields it was possible to understand 
that; technical garments could, in theory, become great products in a leasing and rental model. Technical 
garments fulfil all the criteria of product design and would, in theory, be able to be upcycled several 
times, due to their design and durability.  
  
The three different areas of the literature review have provided insight and generated what will become 
the requirements of an ideal circular leasing and rental model. The figure (Fig.5) presents what 
requirements were found in each of the areas. The literature regarding CE has provided a deeper insight 
into upcycling processes and the design of products. Upcycling processes and product design are 
dependent on each other and make the two concepts critical requirements when implementing an ideal 
circular leasing and rental model on technical garments. When researching BMs it became clear that a 
successful BM and SBM needs to have investments, be economically profitable and invest in human 
resources. Also, there has to be certain criteria’s if a BM wants to become more sustainable. 
Furthermore, it was also found that PSS models require investments to be able to function and become 
economically profitable, which is why investments and economic have become a combined requirement 
of the ideal model. It is also visible that PSS models demand human resources to function properly, 
which is in line with the literature on BMs. Therefore humans resources would be a necessary aspect 
when implementing the ideal model. Lastly, PSS models have to be structured in a specific way and in 
the same way as BMs, follow specific criteria’s to become more sustainable. Which is why sustainability 
must be a requirement of the model.   
 

 
Circular Economy 

 
Business Models 

 
 Product-Service-Systems 

Upcycling Investments/economic profit Investments/economic profit 

Product Design Human Resources Sustainability 

 Sustainability Logistics 

Human resources 

  
Table 2 – Requirements found in the literature review. 
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4. Conceptual framework 
In the following sections, the conceptual framework is illustrated. The conceptual framework is the 
result of the previous section. The framework also serves as the starting point for the analysis.  
 
The conceptual framework for this study is constructed based on the findings from the literature review. 
The chapter begins to show what is required for a company to implement an ideal circular leasing and 
rental model that keeps technical garments in use and contributes to a circular flow. When reviewing 
the literature a few fields turned out to be critical factors when companies want to implement a circular 
leasing and rental model. The fields include Sustainability, Investments/Economic profit, Human 
resources, Logistics, Product design and Upcycling, and they are presented in the following section. 
Further on, the chapter illustrates how an ideal circular leasing and rental model could look like in 
theory. The different key variables and requirements are described and, together they construct the 
framework. It should be noted that the variables in the model do overlap and there is a symbiosis 
between. They will be described and presented in separate headlines to better explain the importance of 
them. The chapter will conclude to explain how they overlap and depend on each other. 

4.1 Resources required to implement a leasing and rental model 

4.1.1 Sustainability 

Implementing a leasing and rental model with the goal of keeping technical garments in use, to 
contribute to a circular flow, starts with sustainability. As Manzini & Vezzoli (2002) highlights, when 
implementing a leasing and rental model, brands have to engage in sustainable practices. Also, the 
brands must be willing to engage in sustainable practices (Schaltegger, Lüdeke-Freund & Hansen 2012). 
It is also important that internal stakeholders understand the implementation of circular initiatives, 
therefore mindset change in the organisation is important. Furthermore, a PSS model has to contribute 
to more sustainable way of consuming products. Therefore, Mont, Dalhammar & Jacobson (2006) 
argues that products cannot be sold to the consumer after the leasing period, it has to return to the brands 
to be able to contribute to a circular flow. The model must also be beneficial for the company itself, its 
users and the environment (Abdelkafi & Täuscher, 2016).  

4.1.2 Investments/ Economic profit 

First of all, a circular leasing and rental model has to be profitable and create and maintain value 
(Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010). The model also has to be able to create a competitive advantage (Baden-
Fuller & Morgan 2010; Nosratabadi et al., 2019; Richardson 2008; Teece 2010). Investments are needed 
to make the business model profitable and support new innovations and the logistics chain (Osterwalder 
& Pigneur 2010). Investments are crucial to not lose money during the first period when setting up the 
business model. Moreover, implementing a circular leasing and rental model will need high investments 
since products are not being sold directly to consumers - therefore the full value of the products is not 
captured (Linder & Willander, 2015). It is also critical to find a good financial structure to ensure that 
the model can be profitable since capital will be tied up in the company. (Linder & Willander, 2015; 
Mont & Dalhammar, 2006; Vermunt et al, 2019). This is also evident because higher costs can come 
due to products design, this will also need investments (Michelini et al., 2017). Since the literature has 
shown that the financial aspect of a leasing and rental model could become a challenges, it is a 
requirement to make sure the financial aspect of the model are set up properly. 

4.1.3 Human resources 

Human resources are very important for a leasing and rental model to work. Human capital is important 
in industries that require high creativity and knowledge (Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010). Skills and 
knowledge are important factors because, people working in a leasing and rental model has to have 
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insight, knowledge, and skills regarding the garments. Technical garments require high competence due 
to the innovative constructions (Ledbury, 2018). Investments in human resources should be made 
because this will help companies gain a competitive advantage. As Wahid et al. (2013) finds, human 
resources are a key factor for companies, and economic profit will be a result of investing in human 
capital. This shows that there is a close connection between investments and human resources because 
you will need investments to have human resources.  

4.1.4 Logistics 

A good logistics chain is needed in order to implement a good model that works through all stages. How 
to repair, remanufacture and wash the clothes is essential. A well-functioning reversed logistics chain 
will be crucial to be able to take the products back and handle them correctly (Hvass & Pedersen 2019; 
Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2017). Collecting, sorting and processing the garments must all be 
incorporated in the logistics chain (Paras & Curteza, 2018). The users access the garments over a specific 
contracted time, and lastly, the brands are responsible for taking care of all the upcycling processes 
(Tukker, 2004).  

4.1.5 Product design 

Good product design in order to facilitate upcycling processes is crucial. The technical garments have 
to be designed in a way that makes them easy to repair, remanufacture and disassemble (Lacy & 
Rutqvist, 2015). The quality of the garments has to be good to minimize wear and tear. Durability is 
also crucial in this sense because durable products can go through several lease cycles and maintain the 
same quality (Sumter, Bakker & Balkenende, 2018). The requirements above are crucial for technical 
garments incorporated in a leasing and rental model if it is going to contribute to a circular flow (Barquet 
et al., 2016). Furthermore, product design is closely connected to the next coming sub-heading, 
upcycling.  

4.1.6 Upcycling 

Upcycling processes is critical to minimize waste and feed the products back to the circular flow and 
keeping them in the loop, all material from the products must be used again (Singh et al., 2019). The 
products have to be given new life through upcycling processes such as washing, repairing and 
remanufacturing. If garments undergo continuous maintenance and are also used for making new 
products, this will reduce the extraction of new resources (Pieroni et al., 2017). These processes should 
not be done by the users to ensure that the garments are not mistreated (Stål & Jansson, 2017). Which 
also makes it important that the communication between the producer and user is working, to minimize 
the potential misuse of the garments by the users (Michelini et al., 2017). If the garments in a leasing 
and rental model are upcycled, the model can keep the garments in use and in turn contribute to circular 
flow (Haggar, 2007).  

4.2 An ideal circular leasing and rental model 
The producer owns and distributes the garments, incorporated in the leasing and rental model (Mont, 
Dalhammar & Jacobson, 2006). This is important because the producer is responsible for the garments 
and the care for them (Tukker, 2004). The clothes are then distributed and leased or rented out to the 
users. The users utilise it for the contracted time, either for a short period or for a longer period of time 
(Tukker, 2004). When the contracted time has expired the products are returned to the producer through 
a reversed logistics chain. The producer then takes the technical garments in for inspection and then 
decide what to do next. The products have to be washed and taken care of. Depending on the quality 
and status of the product it is either leased or rented out again with no aesthetic changes or the product 
has to go through some upcycling processes (Paras & Curteza, 2018). The following framework (Fig. 
6) shows how the different requirements are placed in line with the model.  
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Figure 5 – Framework over an ideal leasing and rental model. 
  
The grey arrows show the flows of the technical garments between the producer and the users. The black 
lines connecting to the producer illustrate what requirements the producer has to have before 
implementing the model, as well as throughout the process. The yellow lines between the requirements 
show how the different requirements are connected and depended on each other. When products return 
a well-functioning logistics chain is needed. The blue dotted lines show how products go through 
upcycling processes when returned to the producer, and when they are brought back into the model. The 
red dotted line illustrates the circular flow of technical garment in an ideal circular leasing and rental 
model. To conclude the model: 
  
· Implementation starts with sustainability thinking. 
  
· The producer needs investments to set up the model. 
  
· Investments are needed for human resources and product design. 
  
· Human resources are crucial to design products and manage upcycling processes. 
  
· When the garments are used by the users it returns to the producer, this requires a well- functioning 
logistic chain. 
  
· When the garments have returned to the producer it will go through upcycling processes and after 
return to the leasing and rental model and become a part of the circular flow.  
 
If all these variables work, the leasing and rental model will keep technical garments in use and therefore 
contribute to a circular flow. 
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5. Empirical results and analysis 
The following chapter presents the empirical results from the interviews together with analysis. The 
section also presents the themes that emerged during the data analysis. 
  
Since previous sections outlined that technical garments would be suitable to lease and rent. This section 
will introduce what the Swedish outdoor brands perceive are the different challenges and opportunities 
with technical garments. Furthermore, it will present what requirements the outdoor brands sees as key 
factors when transitioning to a circular leasing and rental model. When analysing the empirical data the 
themes that emerged were in line with the themes from the literature and conceptual framework. The 
results and analysis are therefore structured and divided into the themes that the conceptual framework 
presented. Sustainability, Investments/Economic profit, Human resources, Logistics, product design, 
and Upcycling. However, a few more themes will be included in the results and analysis sections. The 
themes emerged during the analysis of the data. These are themes what the Swedish outdoor brands feel 
are important factors for implementing a leasing and rental service. Third-party partner and Customer 
Demand. The interviews will be analysed together with the conceptual framework to see what the 
literature perceive are the requirements of a circular leasing and rental model, contrasting what the 
empirics identify are the requirements. 

5.1 The Swedish outdoor industry 
The Swedish outdoor industry is a growing industry that 2015 had a turnover of approximately 11 billion 
Swedish krona (Affärsvärlden, 2016). The industry is set up by a large number of brands that range from 
small privately-owned brands to larger corporations listed on the stock exchange. The industry is known 
for being innovative and possesses a high level of knowledge (ibid.).  
  
Since the respondents are all anonymous they will be referred to as Participant 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. More 
specifically P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, and P6. The brands that participated in this study are all part of the 
Swedish outdoor industry, and they are founded in Sweden and have their headquarters in Sweden. All 
of the brands have adopted the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, and incorporate them 
into their daily business. The participating brands have similar business models. All of them sell through 
wholesale, meaning that they sell their garments through other companies. All brands also sell their 
clothes through e-commerce, and everyone has their own stores except for one (P5). Furthermore, all 
participated brands in this study offer some kind of repair service for their technical garments. P1, P2, 
P3, P4, and P6 offer repair services today. P5 and P4 have created "how-to-repair your own garment" 
videos that their customers can easily follow. P5 also sell repair kits for their clothes. Two of the five 
brands (R4 and R6) offer leasing models. However, one of them (P4) does not offer a leasing and rental 
model on garments. The other brand (P6) has a leasing and rental model on garments but it is fairly 
small scale. The brand that already had a form of a leasing and rental model on technical garments were 
asked the same questions but what it would require if they would scale up their model since it is small 
scale.  

5.2 Sustainability 
The majority of the participants highlight that their brands have clear sustainability goals incorporated 
in their organisation. P1 explains that Sustainability is one of six goals that they have set up for the 
coming year. Everyone in the organisation has sustainability goals. P2 says that their sustainability goals 
are quite bold and "out there", which, however, is viewed as something positive because that makes 
them push for making a change. Further, P2 sees that employees are taking part in sustainability work 
and are interested. 
  

"When it comes to the employees and employee level, I definitely see interest and motivation and 
excitement on the individual level to kind of incorporate more sustainable practices, such as more 
sustainable materials and products within the connection and daily work." (P2) 
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Further, this is in line with what Manzini & Vezzoli (2002), who state that companies have to engage in 
sustainable practices. Similarly, P6 argues that sustainability is their culture and core value, and 
something everyone must work towards. Sustainability is always their first priority and would not 
choose to prioritize something else over it. This finding is in line with what the literature states, that 
companies must be willing to engage in sustainable practices (Schaltegger, Lüdeke-Freund & Hansen, 
2012). 
  
P3 explains that their business has sustainability-related, what they refer to as, "smart goals" or certain 
criteria in their work plan for the year. They have sustainability as a business strategy, and they work 
with several different goals that cover both social and environmental sustainability. Since sustainability 
is a part of the overall strategy they have to be contributing through that. Similarly, P4 states that they 
have a new 2025 strategy where they have sustainability goals. The strategy is developed by the 
management team. Different parts of the organisation are involved and responsible to create their own 
goals following the overall goals, and the different departments contribute to various parts of the 
strategy. Lastly, both P1 and P6 emphasises the importance to know the environmental impacts before 
implementing or scaling up a leasing and rental model. As P6 highlight, they need to know how the 
resources are utilised when they own the garments vs. when the customers own the garment. If the 
customers take great care of the garments they should own them instead of the products being shipped 
back and forth in a leasing model. At the end of the day, what is best for the planet is crucial to know. 
As P1, argues, someone has to calculate the environmental impacts of the model. This is a crucial point 
as Abdelkafi & Täuscher (2016) argues, the model has to benefit the environment.  
  

"There is no reason to develop a business model that should be circular and sustainable if it turns 
out in the end that our products are finished and we have washed the product 20 times. Which 
gives a huge impact." (P1). 

  
The empirical results show different levels of sustainability engagement, however, a common factor is 
that all brands work towards sustainability in some way and have the intention of doing good. 

5.3 Investments/Economic profit 
Most of the empirical findings highlight investments and economic profit as important factors when 
implementing a leasing and rental model. These findings are consistent with the literature, that highlight 
both investments and economic profit as important requirements (Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010; 
Michelini et al., 2017; Linder & Willander, 2015; Mont & Dalhammar, 2006; Vermunt et al, 2019). P1 
highlights that the most important part is to see whether a leasing and rental service can be profitable. 
Which is consistent with what Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010) argues. P4 also indicates that one incentive 
for them to implement a leasing and rental model on their garments would be if the model would be 
profitable. However, P4 argues, "I still haven't seen a large-scale rental model of clothes that work, 
profitable." Similarly, P2 also explains that one of the challenges to implementing a leasing and rental 
model would be the lack of investments, but also points out that it takes time to develop a business case 
and how to make it. P2 continues, that one of the motivations to implement a leasing and rental model 
would be because they are missing on a market. So, it is a potential for growth together with a circular 
business model. Lastly, P2 highlights that companies will mostly focus on growth; which the participant 
points out are going to need investments. Lastly, P6 explains that if they rent out a garment several times 
and later sell in through second-hand, they pay Value-added Tax (VAT) over and over again. However, 
if they buy garments back from customers and sell them through the brand they get a lower VAT on that 
product.  
  
In accordance with Michelini et al. (2017), P5 mentions that the biggest struggle when remanufacturing 
clothes are investments. This view is further supported by P2, who discuss that there might have to be 
investments for possible design updates that are needed to be able to accommodate the products for 
several uses.  
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P3 highlights that if they would set up a leasing and rental model they would need a financial model that 
works, which they are not set up to do today. However, P3 also mentions investments from another point 
of view. When asked about a possible implementation of a leasing and rental service, and the possibility 
of reducing the number of clothes sold through their normal business model, P3 answered; 
  

"If you are able to make some money from renting there is no reason to stop making money from 
new products because company goals are to continuously increase profit. Why would you replace 
it? The only way to make you replace it would be if rental would give you a bigger profit or item 
than making new products." (P3) 

  
P3 mentions that, this is only going to work when a company can lease or rent out as many times so that 
the costs for logistics and washing can be covered. P1 does not believe that a leasing and rental model 
would take business from their normal business model, it would become more of a completion. Lastly, 
P1 mentions that "I think there are a lot of resources to start something like this, in relation to what 
benefits it creates. It may be more of a goodwill feeling than actually doing a lot of good, and making a 
lot of money." (P1). 

5.4 Human resources 
In a few cases, the participants highlight the importance of having human resources in a leasing and 
rental model. P1 argued that the first resource you need to set up is someone who can calculate on the 
model. "So this is probably the first resource, that someone really takes the time to look at all aspects." 
(P1). P1 also discusses that, in contrast to their normal business model, implementing a leasing and 
rental service would require additional services, such as washing, and P1 highlight that this would be a 
very extensive process. In connection to this P1 discuss the alternative to educate their own retail staff 
in regards to the leasing and rental service. Furthermore, they have to be able to care for the products in 
between customers. Further, this is something Paras & Curteza, (2018) argues must be integrated into 
the model. 
  
In contrast, P6 highlights that human resources are one of the basic requirement, which is consistent 
with Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010) and Wahid et al. (2013). "I think basically, you have to have 
someone who does it completely, not any supporting role, but, it is clear that this person or department 
is responsible for developing the models [...]." - P6 
  
P5 also talks about the importance of competence, equipment, and sewing skills. 
  

"The challenge with the technical garments are taped seams, and our focus is "protection from 
the element", protection against moisture and wind, and waterproofness. It requires a lot of skills 
and equipment to ensure; is the product still waterproof, isn't it, what do we need to fix, etc? You 
need taping machines and sewing skills." (P5) 

  
These requirements are in agreement with what Ledbury (2018) argues, that knowledge and skills are 
important for technical garments. 

5.5 Third-party partner 
Something the literature does not mention as a requirement is, the collaboration with a third party 
partner. Several participants emphasise that a collaboration with a third party partner would be a crucial 
requirement due to several reasons. P3 mentions, when implementing a leasing and rental model they 
need to find a third party that can manage all the parts. 
  
"Is about finding the third-party partner to manage that who are set up logistically to help manage that 
on a scale that's beyond just a little tiny scale." (P3). Furthermore, P3 mentions another possible way of 
having a leasing and rental model.  
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Instead of all individual brands having their own leasing and rental model, P4 suggests that it would be 
much more efficient if there was a bigger rental program where brands can send their products. As P3 
argues, there will be a lot of emissions when sending products back and forth in a leasing and rental 
model, compared to having them in a closet. Besides, if you would measure the efficiency of each 
brand's leasing and rental model you would probably notice that it is not very efficient. Which is why a 
bigger rental program would be of interest. 
  
P4 argues that for them as a company, the investments in storage space, handling clothes, people, 
washing, and the distribution of clothes would be too high. So investing in a partnership with a third 
party partner that has already developed the service where they take care of all the handling processes, 
would be something P4 sees as an opportunity. Likewise, P1 highlights that they might have to 
collaborate with someone who can take care of the leasing and rental service. Interestingly, this connects 
back to the fact that logistics, investments and human resources are critical factors when this type of 
model is set up. Having the right resources to take care of technical garments is highly important. 

5.6 Logistics 
In accordance with the literature (Hvass & Pedersen 2019; Ellen MacArthur, 2017), all of the 
participants agree that logistics would be a significantly important requirement when implementing a 
leasing and rental model. P1 highlights that implementing this type of model requires a huge change in 
logistics. It is compared to their normal repair service where they take the product in for a repair and 
then hand it back to the consumer, a leasing and rental model would require additional services. 
  
P2 discusses many questions regarding where the supportive mechanisms will be placed in relation to 
the leasing and rental service. Mechanisms such as a dry cleaner, tailor, and Gore-Tex certificates. 
However, it was suggested that combining rental and repair is something that would make a good fit. 
The logistics raise many questions about how to implement a leasing and rental model. 
  

"And by logistics I mean, I include the making of the clothes but also where is the rental? Is it a 
shop? is it a pop-up store? where do you go to rent those garments? And also, taking care of 
those garments, also included in the logistics, is there a dry cleaning facility that we work with? 
or do we have our own? How do we clean those garments, how do we maintain and repair those 
garments if needed? And again what happens with the garments that cannot be worn anymore? 
Do you put them on sale? do you send them for recycling? are they designed for recycling?"  (P2) 

  
P1 also talks about re-impregnating clothes after they have been washed a few times, which also requires 
people who can do that. P1 continues to talk about the fact that the DWRs that do not contain 
perfluorocarbons can possibly only be washed five times before they need to be re-impregnated. 
Moreover, P3 continues to highlight that; if setting up a leasing and rental service you need a completely 
different setup. As P3 mention, they would need to be able to take the products back and how can they 
ensure that the products come back? They would also need separate warehouses etc. Furthermore, the 
garments need to be washed, they would need light proofing, and they have to be able to repair products 
that are broken. And as of today, they are not set up to do a leasing and rental model. They are not 
capable of taking products back or setting up washing. Lastly, P3 mentions that washing is the big part 
of the logistics chain. Interestingly, P6 mentions that the resources you need to have for a leasing and 
rental model are the same as you have in a normal selling model, but, also completely different since 
you need to have a reversed logistics chain. Which the literature points out must be well functioning 
(Hvass & Pedersen 2019; Ellen MacArthur, 2017).    

5.7 Product design 
Product design is something all participants emphasises that they work with to have the best, durable 
products possible. P1 explains that it is strange that people should own several jackets for different 
purposes such as skiing, hiking, sailing, cycling, paddling, etc.  
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In regards to this, it is more important to be able to lease or rent clothing. In the same way, P4 also 
explains that they have many products that are specific for certain activities, which people do not 
particularly have to own.  P1 explains that it would be possible to design products specifically for leasing 
and renting. In that case, they would ensure the products have a higher colour fastness and contain more 
durable materials. Similarly, P2 states that, if implementing a leasing and rental model there might have 
to be some design updates of the clothes, to facilitate that the products can be worn and repaired many 
times. Furthermore, P2 explains that knowing how to design a collection for a leasing and rental model 
is important. 
  

"I mean I'd say design is quite important. How do you design a collection? Is it always a capsule 
collection that is always available to be rented? or is it special pieces you rent out? Or is it the 
carryovers, all the big bestsellers that we incorporate in a rental model? But I guess that's 
connected to a business plan, how investments should be placed." (P2) 

  
P2 further highlight that, as of today, their garments are suitable for leasing and rental, however, 
improvements can always be made. Finding solutions to make tears look nice, finding solutions to easily 
change zippers, and analyse the garments of where the most critical stress points are. Making sure you 
can reinforce the areas to make the garment live for longer, it is a continuous process. Likewise, P5 
explains that they have a continuous discussion regarding the design, "Those parts that break, how can 
we from a design perspective make them easy to replace and even for a customer to actually do it on 
their own instead of going to a tailor". In accordance with Lacy & Rutqvist (2015), who argues that 
products must be designed to facilitate repair, both P4 and P6 highlight that their garments are designed 
to be easily repaired. P4 explains that they always design with repairability in mind - their clothes must 
be able to be repaired easily when needed. Such as changing a zipper or other parts. 
  
P2 explains that, if they continuously develop their regular collection by analysing how they can make 
it better, that will definitely help the leasing and rental service as well. In addition, P2 points out that it 
is not to forget that modularity and modular design are important. By having a modular design they can 
further prolong the longevity of the garments, as an example, you can turn a ski jacket into a vest. P6 
explains that this is something they have started to look into. 
  

"After all, we have started to consider remanufacturing clothes, and there, it requires looking at 
how to maximize resource utilization so that extra fabric pieces are not used instead of restoring 
it, but we are looking at what is most appropriate." (P6) 

  
However, today they only restore products to their original condition. As P3 explains, leasing and rental 
mean durable products, and outdoor gear already fits into that criteria. P3 also states that they design 
clothes that appeal to a broader customer segment by focusing on making products with colours that 
more people would be willing to rent. As P3 highlight, people are probably going to rent the most basic 
colours such as black. However, P3 explains, " […] durability is definitely the biggest factor" (P3). 
Likewise, P4 also explains that durability is one of their main focuses when designing. These results 
reflect those of Sumter, Bakker & Balkenende (2018) who argue that durability is a critical aspect. 
Looking at the results it is visible that all brands focus on durable design, and this makes it possible for 
their technical garments to be incorporated in a leasing and rental model. 

5.8 Upcycling 
Product design is a key factor in order to facilitate the upcycling processes. Most of the participants 
mention that repairing technical garments today is not a problem. However, remanufacturing technical 
garments is a bigger challenge and as Pieroni et al., (2017) argues, the products in a leasing and rental 
model must undergo continuous maintenance, and also be used to make new products. P1 explains that 
being able to remanufacture technical clothes depends on the quality of the products when it has reached 
the end of life.  
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P1 highlight that, 
  

"So it all depends on how worn it gets, but if you think you have one.., You can almost draw the 
parallel with uniform clothing, for example, we have a policy that says we do not sell clothes to 
skiing schools and mountaineers because it is completely different when it comes to safety and 
when it comes to colour fastness on those products. Then you should have skiing clothes that live 
in this environment that are rented out every week or every other week for a whole season, they 
will be pretty worn out at the end of the season, and the question is what can you do with them 
then." (P1) 

  
P3 argues that remanufacturing clothes is a very idealistic scenario. 
  

"Yes, so that's a very idealistic scenario, you take a jacket that's made of many different cuts of 
fabric, you can't take that to make a new product for any kind of commercial, you need a big run 
of fabric to cut stuff, the best you can do it that it gets downcycled." (P3) 

  
Continuously, P3 highlights that you can remove some parts of a jacket and have them as spares. 
However, as of today you cannot remanufacture a broken product and turn it into a new one. As P3 
explains, today it would mean producing thousands of new products, which is not possible. 
  

"You take a jacket that's made of many different cuts of fabric, you can't take that to make a new 
product for any kind of commercial, you need a big run of fabric to cut stuff, the best you can do 
it that it gets downcycled." (P3) 

  
As P3 explain, the only thing you can get from a product is small pieces of fabric. This creates a 
possibility of turning it into a bag or a Patchett, however, since you have to cut it there is no possibility 
of turning it back into a jacket. This show that there is an opportunity to make smaller products, however, 
it is not possible to turn it into a new piece of clothing. Which is something that P5 also explains, that 
you could possibly do a less technical product or something similar. In line with P3, P2 explain that 
remanufacturing technical garments today is difficult, due to the many mixed materials, and complicated 
constructions, such as taped seams. Also, the membranes and finishes contain chemicals, which makes 
it difficult. Which is why P2 explains that "and that's why rental and repair would be a good fit." – (P2). 
However, the construction has to be acknowledged to make it easier to remove and replace, parts such 
as cuffs and zippers. P2 states that this is the approach that should be followed for complicated 
performance garments today. The garments have to be able to undergo upcycling processes to be a part 
of a circular flow (Pieroni et al., 2017; Haggar, 2007; Singh et al., 2019), however, the empirical results 
show that remanufacturing technical garments is a challenge and is currently not possible. 
 
Regarding the end of life, P3 highlights, 
  

"So there has to be some kind of disposal system that manages that so that it either goes to waste 
or some way to recycle the parts I mean often today stuff end up dumped into second-hand market, 
it is not ideal either and there are not so many solutions out there for technical products at the 
moment." (P3) 

  
Furthermore, P1 explains, if a leasing and rental model would be implemented the products would most 
highly be sent to an aid organisation when they have reached the end of life. P6 explains that they sell 
their garments after the renting period in a re-used program, which is something that P4 sees as an even 
more successful business opportunity to implement, to sell refurbished clothes. Interestingly, these 
results are not in line with the literature (Haggar, 2007; Mont, Dalhammar & Jacobson, 2006). As 
mentioned, the empirical results show that there are very limited, to almost no possibilities of 
remanufacturing technical garments today, therefore all parts of a product cannot be used again, which 
Singh et al. (2019) emphasise is important. P5 and P6 see that it is definitely possibilities to 
remanufacture clothes, however, as P5 previously mentioned profitability will be a challenge. And as 
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previously mentioned, P6 highlights that you first need to look at what is most appropriate so you 
maximize resource utilisation.  
  
Lastly, P1 mentions that their garments would probably not be able to live that long in a leasing and 
rental model due to the high wear and tear factors. The reason for this is because they are a premium 
brand and their customers demand clothes that look "smashing". Moreover, P1 also states that, 
  

"And today with non-perfluorocarbons, it may be enough for someone to get a big hamburger 
stain that they walk around with for a whole week, which you then have to remove. But there may 
also be a lot to do with what you teach your customer." (P1) 

  
This finding is consistent with what Michelini et al. (2017)  highlights are important, to communicate 
with the users. However, P3 mentions, that customers are probably going to take less care of garments 
that are not theirs. Therefore, the number of uses through a leasing and rental model would probably be 
less or the same, compared to sold garments, according to P3. Although, P6 explains that their customers 
tend to take really good care of the garments they rent, and the garments would probably be able to live 
just as long in a leasing and rental model compared to being sold. However, today they keep their 
products for 2 years in the leasing and rental program, and then they are sold through the previously 
mentioned re-used program. 
  
Lastly, both P2 and P4 explain that there is a great opportunity to make the garments circulate longer in 
a leasing and rental model because they will be responsible for the care of the garments. Which takes 
away the possibility of users mistreating the garments. Therefore, the garments can stay intact for longer 
because they can make sure to care for it exactly how it is supposed to. In line with this, P6 explains that 
they always care for their garments and encourage their customers not to wash the garments. Only to 
ensure that the garments are cared for in the right way. These results are consistent with the literature 
(Stål & Jansson, 2017). 

5.9 Customer demand 
The conceptual framework focused on physical requirements that the producer has to integrate to 
implement a leasing a rental model. However, one factor in which three of the participants (P3, P4, P5) 
explain is an incentive for them to implement a leasing and rental model would be that their customers 
want it. As P5 explain it, 
  

"We want two things, we want a satisfied customer and good quality and I mean, if it is a leasing 
model that is requested by our customers, and would satisfy them, then, of course, that would 
come to focus." - P5 

  
Both P3 and P4 have done some research amongst their customers regarding leasing and renting. And 
they share the same view, that there is no customer demand when it comes to leasing and renting 
technical garments.  Their customers have only shown interest in renting and leasing outdoor hard goods, 
such as tents and backpacks. As P3 explain, one factor for them to implement a leasing and rental model 
would be that their consumers want it.  
 

“Evidence that consumers want it, we have done some extensive research on it already, and it’s 
much more viable in outdoor hard goods, like ski, tents, large trekking backpacks, our consumers 
showed that those are the items that are most likely to be wanted in a rental situation.” (P3).  

 
P1 also explains that it would be great if they would be able to inspire people's mentality towards leasing 
and renting. Interestingly, this shows that not only do the physical requirements matter, but the 
customers also play a role for the brands to implement a leasing and rental model. 
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6. Discussion  
The following chapter will discuss the findings and analysis from the previous section.  
  
The first research question of this study aimed at developing an ideal circular leasing and rental model 
based on the literature review. The second research questions aimed at investigating what the different 
challenges and opportunities are when implementing a circular leasing and rental model in Swedish 
outdoor industry. The third research question aimed at analysing whether the brands can fulfil the 
requirements of the model.  
 
The model was developed after reviewing relevant literature for this study. The model outline a basic 
flow of how the technical garments would be circulating. The different requirements showed what is 
needed for a company to successfully implement a circular leasing and rental model that will keep 
technical garments in use, and contribute to a circular flow. The ideal leasing and rental model would 
be a model that have all the following requirements outlined, Sustainability, Investments/Economic 
profit, Human resources, Logistics, product design, and Upcycling. It is also ideal that brands directly 
lease the products themselves and are responsible for the care of them (Tukker, 2004; Mont, Dalhammar 
& Jacobson, 2006), to ensure that the users do not mistreat the garments. (Stål & Jansson, 2017). The 
requirements that the model points out are needed to set up an ideal circular leasing and rental model, 
are in line with what the brand’s highlight is needed. However, it became visible after testing the model 
against the Swedish outdoor brands, that the brands require more than what the model points out. The 
brands have customer demand as a requirement, and also they see a possibility of collaborating with a 
third-party-partner instead of doing it themselves. The following paragraphs will discuss this further.  
 
As the empirical results show, the internal alignment is there, all participants have internal alignments 
regarding sustainability, which is positive since Pedersen, Early & Andersen (2019), Vermunt et al. 
(2019), and Hvass & Pedersen (2019) all found in their studies, that the internal organisation's values 
are important, and could be the main challenge for companies if they want to implement new sustainable 
initiatives. All of the brands strive towards wanting to do good, which is something the literature 
highlights is important, that companies must be willing to engage in more sustainable practices 
(Schaltegger, Lüdeke-Freund & Hansen 2012). All brands also have one component connected to 
upcycling, repair. Which shows that one wheel of the circular upcycling processes is already “up-and-
running”. However, many components and requirements still need to be fulfilled. As the literature points 
out, a leasing and rental model has to be profitable but it also needs investments to be able to function 
(Linder & Willander, 2015; Mont & Dalhammar, 2006; Vermunt et al, 2019; Michelini et al., 2017). It 
appears that being able to get a leasing and rental model profitable is challenging. There is a need for 
huge investments and the possibility of reaching a profitable model will be difficult. Interestingly, this 
is in line with what both Linder & Willander (2015), and Mont & Dalhammar (2006) found in their 
studies, that a leasing and rental model need investments to function. Also, this type of model takes time 
before it becomes profitable since products are not sold to consumers, and therefore the full value of the 
products are not captured (ibid.). As a few of the participant’s highlight, they are also going to need a 
workforce that works with the model in different ways. Therefore it becomes visible that both 
investments and human resources are needed to make the model profitable, which is in accordance with 
the literature (Linder & Willander, 2015; Mont & Dalhammar, 2006; Vermunt et al, 2019; Michelini et 
al., 2017; Wahid et al., 2013; Ledbury, 2018).  
 
Overall, it is clear that even though the brands have sustainability incorporated in their companies, they 
are cautious about a leasing and rental model because the financial challenges are too big. Interestingly, 
this proves that even though they want to do good, profitability will stand in the way. However, it is 
understandable that they do not want to invest in a model that they do not believe will contribute to a 
circular flow of technical garments. After all, the model main goal is to contribute to a circular flow 
(Mont, Dalhammar & Jacobson, 2006) and also benefit themselves and the environment (Abdelkafi & 
Täuscher, 2016).  
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As Mont, Dalhammar & Jacobson (2006) finds in their study, the garments cannot be sold after the 
leasing and rental period if the model aims to become more environmentally friendly. The products must 
return to the producer to take care of and remanufactured (ibid.). The products must also be used to 
make new products to minimize the extraction of resources (Pieroni et al., 2017). The empirical results 
show that when technical garments have reached their end of life they will either be donated to an aid 
organisation, sold as second-hand garments, or they will have to be disposed of. Looking at the empirical 
results it becomes clear that it is still difficult to remanufacture technical garments due to the complicated 
constructions, and the costs that come with it, therefore they will not be upcycled. As Haggar, (2007) 
points out, remanufacturing, and upcycling is crucial to be able to keep the product in use. Which shows 
that the requirements of upcycling cannot be fulfilled today. There is a possibility of making smaller 
products, however, it is not possible to use all part of a garment and turn it into a new one. Besides, 
technical garments have to be washed and re-impregnated after just a few uses, the participants highlight 
that this will probably cause a higher environmental impact compared to if they are sold through their 
normal business models today.  
 
Furthermore, the model requires that products are durable (Sumter, Bakker & Balkenende, 2018; Lacy 
& Rutqvist, 2015). This is something that all participants highlight that they actively focus on, to make 
sure they have the best durable products possible. Which shows that technical garments can meet the 
durability requirements that the literature points out (Sumter, Bakker & Balkenende, 2018; Lacy & 
Rutqvist, 2015), however, they cannot meet the requirements of upcycling (Pieroni et al., 2017; Haggar, 
2007). This shows that it is not possible to upcycle technical garments and keep the materials in the 
loop. If durability is important, then it should be important to design garments for upcycling too because 
that will prolong the products life even more. As the literature points out, products have to be both 
durable and suited for upcycling processes (Sumter, Bakker & Balkenende, 2018; Lacy & Rutqvist, 
2015). Interestingly, the empirical data shows that combining both durability and upcycling possibilities 
in technical garments are difficult, which proves that, what the literature points out is not applicable or 
possible for technical garments. Even though a leasing and rental model need several requirements to 
function properly, to contribute to a circular flow of technical garments, there is no point of 
implementing the model if the garments cannot meet the requirements. All other parts of the model can 
function properly, however, if the garments cannot be upcycled the model loses its function. However, 
if technical garments could be upcycled, but instead it would for example be difficult to handle them in 
a logistics chain, this would also take away the possibility of the garments circulating, which shows that 
all parts must function equally for the model to work. 
 
Some of the participants pointed out that a possible way of implementing a leasing and rental model 
would be to collaborate with a third party partner that is set up to handle the logistics. However, since 
technical garments are that difficult to remanufacture, and demands high maintenance, would a third 
party partner create the possibility to contribute to a circular flow? If all brands were to send their 
technical garments to a bigger rental program as P3 mentioned that will probably overcome some 
logistical challenges such as washing the garments. Another thought regarding this is, if collaborating 
with a third party partner, it is also crucial that the partner has deep knowledge and skills to handle 
technical garment since this is a crucial requirement according to the literature (Ledbury, 2018; 
Pedersen, Early & Andersen, 2019). Even though they might be set up logistically it is still crucial that 
you can ensure that the garments will be taken care of in the right way. Besides, a few participants 
mentioned that the garments can probably be circulating for a long time in a leasing and rental model 
since the brands themselves will be responsible for the care of the garments, which is consistent with 
Stål & Jansson (2017) who argues that the producers should care for the garments to ensure that the 
garments can be given a new life. Therefore, the brands have to ensure that that third party partner has 
the right knowledge and skills. Ensuring this might need extensive education and further investments in 
human resources. After all, the brands know their products best.  
 
Lastly, a few respondents argued that an incentive for them to implement a leasing and rental model 
would be if their customers would show an interest in such a model. However, since the challenges, as 
pointed out, are substantial, would the customer’s interest be enough for them to decide to implement a 
circular leasing and rental model? Or are the challenges logistically and technically too big to actually 
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do it even though a leasing and rental model is requested by their customers? Looking at all the 
challenges that Swedish outdoor brands face it becomes visible that implementing a leasing and rental 
model on technical garments will be a very extensive project in regards to what good it might do for the 
environment. The empirical result shows that several requirements of the model are difficult for the 
Swedish outdoor industry to fulfil today.  
 
Looking at the results it becomes evident that the parts that the industry can fully fulfil are the durability 
and repair parts of the products. Also, the sustainability mindset and willingness to engage can be 
fulfilled too. Previous case studies have focused on more specific cases and not outlined models that 
can be applied to a whole industry. However, some similarities can be found between this study and 
others. It is clear that investments and profitability are common factors that can be challenging for 
leasing and rental models. Also, in other studies about PSS and circular business models human 
knowledge and skills have also shown to be important since products incorporated in these types of 
models need extensive maintenance. Lastly, technical garments are very difficult to remanufacture and 
upcycle which show that it might not be ideal to lease and rent technical garments since you cannot 
handle them at the end of life.  
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7. Concluding remarks 
 
This last chapter concludes the research and outlines limitations, and suggestions for further research 
within the research topic.  

7.1 Conclusion 
As previously mentioned, the following study aimed at investigating what a circular leasing and rental 
model could look like, to contribute to a circular flow of activity-based technical garments. It also aimed 
at researching what the Swedish outdoor industry would need to switch to a circular leasing and rental 
model. To be able to reach the aim of the study, three research questions were addressed.  
  
RQ1: Based on literature: how could an ideal circular leasing and rental model look like, and what 
requirements would be needed to keep activity-based technical garments in use?  
  
RQ2: What are the requirements, challenges and opportunities to implementing a circular leasing and 
rental model in the Swedish outdoor industry?  
  
RQ3: Based on RQ1 can the Swedish outdoor brands fulfil the requirements of a circular leasing and 
rental model?  
  
The requirements of the conceptual framework, are the requirements that an ideal a circular leasing and 
rental model would have. The producer would also need to directly lease and rent out the garments, and 
be responsible for maintenance. The requirements include Sustainability, Investments/Economic profit, 
Human resources, Logistics, product design, and Upcycling, which is in line with the empirical results. 
However, two more requirements were found in the empirics, Third-Party-Partner and customer 
demand. Looking at previous studies you can see that this study differs in the sense that it has outlined 
an ideal leasing and rental model.  
  
In conclusion, there are some opportunities for keeping technical garments in use in a circular leasing 
and rental model, because the garments will be cared for properly by the brands. Collaborating with a 
third-party-partner can be a possibility because the logistics part will be taken care of, however, if the 
brands were to implement a leasing and rental model themselves the logistics would be a challenge. 
Although there are some opportunities there are too many challenges in reality to implement a circular 
leasing and rental model for technical garments today. The challenges include upcycling processes of 
the technical garments, such as remanufacturing and washing. As of today, the investments that a leasing 
and rental model would require are too big and challenging, and it is still too unsure if a leasing and 
rental model would contribute to keeping technical garments in use and contribute to a circular flow. 
Lastly, the physical aspects are not there yet for the Swedish outdoor industry to fulfil all the 
requirements of an ideal circular leasing and rental model.   

7.2 Limitations of the study 

It should be noted that this study is conducted with a limited number of brands in the Swedish outdoor 
industry, and as mentioned before, this study cannot statistically represent the whole Swedish outdoor 
industry. Furthermore, the conceptual framework developed for this study is based on what the 
researcher found in the literature, yet, it is still interpreted by the researcher. Moreover, the conceptual 
framework is a simplified representation of how a potential leasing and rental model could look like. 
Several dimensions could be added to the model. But due to the time frame of this study, it was only 
possible to develop a simplified representation, to see whether the processes needed to keep technical 
garments in use is even possible, to begin with.  
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7.3 Further research  
As previously mentioned, this study has some limitations, which led to identifying some areas for future 
research. Since this study only investigated a limited number of brands in the Swedish outdoor industry 
it would be interesting to research a larger number of Swedish outdoor brands, in order to get a wider 
collection of data. Since this study found that one possible way of implementing a leasing and rental 
model would be a collaboration with a third-party-partner. Further research could investigate how a 
potential collaboration could look like, with all the layers that come with a circular leasing and rental 
model. It would further be of interest to study technical garments closer and potentially do a pilot project 
where clothes are leased and rented out for a longer period to see how they perform in such a model. 
Looking at how the garments would manage being washed regularly etc. It would also be of interest to 
see if there is a difference between long leasing and short term rental. It would also be of interest to 
investigate the logistics chain in a circular leasing and rental model and see how that would potentially 
be set up. 
  
Lastly, as a few participants mentioned, customer demand is crucial for them to consider setting up a 
leasing and rental model. Therefore, researching people who specifically buy technical garments for 
certain activities would be interesting to see if they would consider to lease and rent instead of buying. 
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Appendix 

Appendix 1 - Interview questions in English 
1.  Which position do you have at this company?  

  
2.  Does the management team at your company have any sustainability goals? And do other 

employees integrate sustainability in their daily work? (Could you give me an example?)   
  

3.  Through what channels are your products sold today and do you offer any services connected 
to circular economy and product life extension?  

  
4.  Do you have a prognosis for how long your technical, activity-based garments can live today 

when sold to your customers?  
  

5.  Do you offer a leasing/rental service today? (if yes go to Q. 7)  
  

6.  What would motivate your company to develop/scale up a leasing/rental model? And are there 
any factors that would hinder a possible development?  

  
7.  If you would develop/scale up a leasing/rental model, what resources would be needed to do 

that? And are there any resources that are more crucial to have?  
  

8.  In what way would it be possible, or not possible to implement a repair shop that repairs the 
leased/rented clothes? (if they have a leasing/rental service ask if they have this) 

  
9.  Would it be possible for you to remanufacture and turn “old”, already leased/rented garments 

into new garments for leasing/renting?  
  

10.  Do you have a way to handle “old” used garments today? What would be needed for you to 
handle the leased/rented clothes when they do no longer fit for leasing?  

  
11.  To what extent are your clothes suitable for leasing/renting from a design perspective and would 

it be possible to incorporate a design process that designs products specifically for this model?  
  

12.  In regards to question 4. Would you be able to keep and lease/rent the clothes for the same 
amount of time they are expected to live today?  

  
13.  If a leasing model would be implemented on a large scale, how would you look at reducing the 

amount of products sold through your “normal” business model? 
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Appendix 2 - Interview questions in Swedish 
 

1.  Vilken position på detta företag har du? 
  
2.  Har ledningsteamet hos er några hållbarhetsmål? Och integrerar andra medarbetare hållbarhet i 

sitt dagliga arbete? 
  
3.  Genom vilka kanaler säljs era produkter idag?   
- Erbjuder ni tjänster kopplade till cirkulär ekonomi och förlängd livstid av produkter? 
  
4.  Har ni en prognos för hur länge era tekniska, aktivitetsbaserade plagg kan leva idag när de säljs 

till kunder? 
 

5.  Erbjuder ni en leasing- / hyrservice idag? 
 

6.  Vad skulle motivera ert företag till att utveckla / skala upp en leasing / hyr-modell? Och finns 
det några faktorer som skulle hindra en möjlig utveckling? 

  
7.  Om ni skulle utveckla / skala upp en leasing- / hyr-modell, vilka resurser skulle behövas för att 

göra det? Och finns det några resurser som är viktigare att ha? 
  
8.  På vilket sätt skulle det vara möjligt eller inte möjligt att implementera en verkstad som 

reparerar hyr-kläderna?  
 

9.  Skulle det vara möjligt för er att tillverka och göra om "gamla", redan hyrda plagg till nya plagg, 
för att sedan hyras ut? 

 
10.  Har ni ett sätt att hantera "gamla" begagnade plagg idag? Vad behövs för att ni ska kunna hantera 

de hyrda kläderna när de inte längre passar för att hyras ut? 
 

11.  I vilken utsträckning är era kläder lämpliga för leasing / uthyrning ur ett designperspektiv och 
skulle det vara möjligt att integrera en designprocess som utformar produkter specifikt för den 
här modellen? 

 
12.  Gällande fråga 4. Skulle det vara möjligt att hyra ut kläderna under samma livslängd som de 

förväntas leva idag?  
  
13.  Om en hyr-modell skulle implementeras i stor skala, hur skulle ni se på att minska mängden 

produkter som säljs genom er "normala" affärsmodell?  
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Appendix 3 - Interviews  
  

Participant Type of interview Duration Date 

P1  Face-to-face 28 minutes 24/2-2020 

P2  Face-to-face 33 minutes  24/2-2020 

P3 Telephone 26 minutes  26/2-2020 

P4 Telephone 23 minutes  27/2-2020 

P5 Telephone 36 minutes  4/3-2020 

P6 Telephone  32 minutes  4/3-2020 

  
  
  
 
 
 





 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


